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Coir yssn spinning is the most important non agricultural 
occuge%i.on in the South Westrirn Coastal b e l t  of India employing 
between a qllarter of a million to hal f  a million workers. Though 
ancient in l ineage its r a p i d  expansion as t h e  premier rural 
industrial occupation of the coastal belt took place with the 
trade boom in hard fibres during the latter  half of the 
nineteenth century. Till then the coir had remained dormant in 
the modicum needs of the rural economy, The entire exportable 
surplus of the region in I801 war merely 1200 t0nnes.I But 
before the end of the century the shipments of the ports of  
Malabar Coast  had increased to aver 40,000 tonnes and further to 
over 8 0 , 0 0 0  tonnes by the thJ ;ies . z  Spurr i on by the export 
demand the coir yarn spinning rapidly spread along the coastal 
villages* To a European &server a t  Cochin, as early as 1861, 
the growth of, "manufacture of (coir) yarn which (went) on a l l  
u v c s  L I l r  ~ . ~ , l t ~ i ~ . y ' '  w a s  reminiscent of "weaving in England many 
years agowag But un3 i k p  t.hc cut  ~ u n  w e a v i ~ k g  i n  England, the coir 
yarn industry of Kerala did nc t  make the historical tranaftion 
from the groto-industrialisation stage, Its destiny remained 
grooved to t h e  handicraft technology and patty scale of 
production. ft is. t h i s  aspect of the industrial evolution that 
is the focus of our ana lys i s  in the present paper. 
<. 
In an earlier work we had anr-lysed the conditions under 
which the  lower forms of ,  capitalist production tends to not only 
persist but a l s o  a-centuats overtime.4 We had traced "the path 
traversed by the coir weaving ~ndustry from a structure dominated 
by large scale handloom manufactories to one charaeterised by the 
predominance of small-scale cottage units using labour of the 
self employed. Our present work on coir yarn spinning-sector 
also shares the same concern viz. the dynamics of lower forms of 
capitalist production organisations and the conditions of their 
survival* and dissolution. 
Labour Surglus Economy and Residual Employment Sector 
,p basic consideration of such an analysis would have to be 
the conditions of supply of labour. The coastal region o f  Rerala 
is one of the most densely populated tracts in India. However, 
due to th* predominance of coconuts in the cropping pattern and 
the relatively high incidence of wage labour relations in 
cultivation, there are severe limits to the labour absorgtfon 
capacity of the  agricultural sector of the coastal  tract^. Only 
less than half the rural population is employed in agriculture, 
a 
It is the non-agricultural sectors, such as coir industry, that 
have played the role of residual sec Lor accunur~oda t-i ng Lhe s a w p J  l lr l  
labour. ?he population pressure has tended to gush an increasing 
proportlor. of thi population into low productivity non 
agricultural subsistence act iv i t i e s ,  
The employment in the coir industry has more than kupL puce 
with the expansion in t h e  production through t h e  century. But 
for the disruption= caused by the Great Wars the production of 
coir has more or less s t e a d i l y  increased fro3 less than 45,000 
tonnes a t  the-turn of the :entury t o  around 1 lakh tonnes by the 
end of twenties to a peak of 1 .5  l akh  tonnea during the 'sixties.  
The production plateaued o f f  a t  this l eve l  and has tended to 
declide during the 'eighties.  
We are handicapped by t h ~  lack of reliable data to trace the 
grbrth of t h e  work force. The census figures, the only available 
source, have severe limitations, 90 per cent of the workforce'in 
coir yarn industry are women.6 ,It is now well known how 
sensitive t h e  estimates of female employnient have been to chahges 
in census definitions and efficiency of census admintstration 
going by census count ,  the total  employment in the industry had 
increased from around 1,65,000 in 1921 to around 2 ,60 ,000  in 
1961. Since then the census figures have shown a declining trend 
in employment. However such a sharp decline as is indicated by 
the later censuses is not corroborated by other evidences. The 
production of coir has begun t o  decline only during the 
'eighties. And there have been no indications of increase in per 
capita days of employment. If at all t h e  avai lable e v i h n c e  
points to the contrary. Even after allowing for the changes in 
the concept of 'worker' used for census count in 197l'and 1981 
the contradictory evidences can be reconciled only by positing an 
accelerated masginaliation of coir work during the recent 
The widely accepted estimate of employment in T h e  inr lnst~y 
inclusive of marginal and part time workers is that of d lakh 
. ~orkers.~ Wowever, it has been held that eGen on the Iskcis of 
the exist ing manual technology a i d  allowing for 20 per &nt lbe' 
~, - -.., 
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-~cr 'w," 'onl~  2,-65.000 full ' t f ' ~  workers isorking 300 days an year 
would be required to at ta in  the level of production achieved in 
the mid-'seventies.' It points to the severity of under 
employment in the industry. The same fact is even more sharply 
brought out if one examines the per'capita value added in the 
industry. We' had estimated t ha t  in 1979-80 the to ta l  value added, 
in the industry including the weaving sector was only around 
Ra.50 erores. If 4 lakh workers were employed in the industry 
the per capita value added would turnout to be a meagre Rs. 1.250 
per ~nnurn.~ All there facts underline the residual nature of the 
industry within the regional macro economy. 
What are the specific features of the  coir industry that 
render it eminently suitable t o  play the accommodative role to 
t h e  surplus population in the region? This question assumes 
special significance in the above coktext, Certainly, it is an 
. . 
issue that concerns not only coir but also a whole genre of rural 
industries in coastal  Kerala. We intend t o  take it up in a 
systematic manner at a later time. For the present w e  are 
sa t i ~ f  i e d  By merely c o n t e x t n a ~  i- 5  ng our anal ysi  n of t be I ~ I - > I I I . =  
intensive handicraft technology and the domestic self employment -. 
. nature of organisation of productfon of coir yarn spinning within , 
the broader macro frame work of labour surplus economies with 
barriers to labour absorption within agriculture. 
The Handicraf-t T~ehnokoa~ 
Coir industry in Kerala is ~haracterieed by the m o s t  Xahour 
intensive process of coir fibre extraction and spinning that  
could possibly be envisaged. L e t  alone machine power, even the  
most rudimentary tools a r e  nor employed'in maiiy of the processes. 
It is as if each unit of coir produced is soaked with simple 
human labour. 
The coir fibre in Kerala is extracted from retted husks, 
The green coconut husks are immersed in brackish waters till the 
pith in which fibres are embedded decays and the tannins in the 
fibres are removed. The retting practices vary from immersing 
the green husks in shallow waters in coir neta to burying the 
husks In muddy p i t s .  Whatever be the grscjse retting practice 
adopted, it has remained a natural  bacteriological proeesi. 
Weither chemical nor mechanical processes are anywhere employed 
to hasten or replace the natural process. 
The rettsd husks are crushed by female workers with'woodan 
or i r o n  mallets t i 3 1  the fibres are seperated from the rotten 
pith. The fibres are then manually sifted. ~ i b r e  has t o  be 
further cleaned, dried and the slivers arranged in the same 
direction before spinning can start .  A simple hand rutrtod d r u m  
wf th blades are used for thda purpose. However, the  use of &in 
t h i s  simple contrivance is limited to the southern most d i s t r i d t s  
of Trioandrum and Quilon, In the other dfstricts the remanants 
of the p i th  and other impurities are removed by beating and 
sifting the slivers-with simple willows. 
An important innovation that was adopted in the handicraft 
technology with the expansion of production was the introduction 
of the spinning wheel or rstt in the latter half of the Z 9 t h  
" " ..- ,.: .. , 
century. Traditionaly coir yarn was spun by kullk~":#$&g& 
+'%- 
- .  
a , .  . 
between the palms of the hand into short lengths. These short 
lengths arb.- then twisted in tk counter direc+'.on to make a two- 
ply yarn. In the case of ratt spinning, a stationary wheel with 
two spindles and a moving wheel are used. The stationqry wheel 
is rotated by a person while the spinners feed t h e  fibre slivers 
to the spindles to make the strands which ,are then connected to 
the on the moving wheel to give counter t w i s t  to make the 2 ply 
yarn. The count of the yarn is regulated by moving a triangular 
piece of wood with grooves on the sides between the strands. 
Though majority of the ratts  are two spindled, ratts with 3 , 4  or 
6 spindles are hlso in vogue. Usually, 2 women are needed for 
feeding the slrvers and one wohan/child for rotating the ratt. 
The ratt spinning slowly replaced the'  handspinning in the 
Travaneare region'. The increased demand for the hard mist yarns 
-for manufacturing coir fabrics was an important reason for the 
widespread adoption of this- innovation. It also increased' 
productivity. While it required ' 1400-2100 mandays of work t o  
produce a tonne of hand spun yarn only 250 to 550 mandays were 
needed for t h e  production of a tonne o f  ratt spun yarn, depending 
on the variety. The earnings &f the ratt spinner also was 5 to 6 
times that of a handsginner in the thirties. However, despite 
t h e  efforts  madeb by the Cochfn government and the Madras 
fndustries Department, Malabar and most of Cochin continued to be 
under handsginning.9 
Finally the hanks of spun yarn are bundled in a manner 
peculiiar 'to each area 'before it is marketed. Bundling is also a 
manual operation and requires considerable- .kill. 
organisqtion of ~ r a d u c t i q  
Such being the technology and the labour intensive nature of 
production the industry has always been characterised by archaic 
relations of production. But it should be cautioned that it is 
not the case that the :production relations in the industry 
remained stationary in timeless cycles of simple reproduction. 
There was rapid expansion of production, accumulation and growth 
of c a p i t a l ,  changes in t h e  handicraft technology as well as 
pressures Ear change of the handicraft technology i t . se l f ,  
differentiation and pauperisation of the producers, growth of 
proletariat and its self eonciousnesa and a variety of government 
interventions to regulate the  industry. Xn response to the 
above, the production relations have also undergone nigdifieant 
changes. Thus we have a surprising diversity of gre-manufactory 
forms of industrial organisacions across time and space in the 
coir spinning industry.  ' The present gaper is an attempt t o  
document and explain the spectrum of organfsation of prodliction 
that characterised the industry in diffel-errl rey i txr s  LL- 
changes tha t  have occured w v o l - P i  me drr-L-irty +.he present century, 
The production relat ions  in handsgun yarn and rattsgun 
organisation are discussed separately. The hand spinning ir 
undertaken a lmost '  entirely a t  the household l e v e l  by women 
spinners under a variety of gutting out arrangements. (See 
Section 2) .  These is a higher degree of diffesentiation in ratt 
sprnnig and it exhibits more developed forms of c a p i t a l i s t  
organisation of producticn (See Section 3 ) .  We s h a l l  examine the 
growth of trade union mivement among the workers  and its 
implications for labour con, ,tions, technoiogp and production 
relakions in both the sectors. 
The export orientation of the industry and the extremely 
fragmented production structure necessitated a long chain of 
middlemen for the collection and disposal of the yam. Similarly 
the localisation of the industry along coastal bel t  and the 
dispersal of the coconut production among hundreds of thousands 
of small landholders spread throughout the low and mid lands 
required an equally elaborate system of traders for the 
collection and supply of husks. The structure and operations of 
the trading capital is subjected to rather detai led  discussion in 
sectfon 4 ,  
Co-operative reorganisation of the industry has been 
promoted as solution to the fragmentation of the production 
structure and the exploitation of the middlemen and to ensure a 
' decent level of living for the producers and workers in the 
industry. In Section 5 w e  sha l l  survey the evolution of the 
cooperative production structures and the crisis they are facing 
today. 
Certain Methodological Issues 
A major limitation of the study may be confessed at the 
outset itself. Our f i e l d  enquiries at the coix producing centres 
were undertaken in early 'eighties, Therefore certain important 
recent developments in the industry such aa changes in the labour 
supply conditions, the new challenges in the product market, the 
implications of the growth of r chaniaed coir production out~ide 
the traditional coastal coir b e l t  in states other than Kerala 
etc.  have n o t  been incorporated i n to  the analysis. Strictly 
speaking our analysis covers only the period ugto the early 
'eighties, However, it need not detract one from the useful 
insights on the dynamics of the lower forms of capitalism that 
can be gained from our historical anilysis. 
For our documentation w e  have mainly relied on the evidence 
available in the numerous published reports and studies on the 
industry. To a limited extent archival sources of government, 
private companies and trade associations have also been utilissd, 
The only primary data used refers to a sample survey w e  conducted 
' in Radakkavoar village of Trivandrurn in 1978 which has not so far 
been published. 
Even though our discussion runs mostly at $he level of 
hand~gun/xatt spun yarn sectors we shall be often be comparing 
and contrasting the production conditions in various regions, 
The coIr yarn spinning is c h a r a c t e r i ~ s d  by a high degree of 
regfonal specialisation in production: there are around a dozen 
major varieties of hand-spun and ratt-spun yarns each with 
further subgrades and variations. Each variety i~ known usual ly  
by the chief centre of its production and i s  distinguished from 
each other by the eveness of t w i s t ,  colour, scorage, runnage, 
pith content  etc. These differences result mainly from two set, % ,  
of factors ie. the spinning practices and the nature of fibre 
used. The nature of the fibre is dependant on the level'of fine 
r ,  
? 
cleaning as well as the type of , husk and the conditf@h and 
, . ': 
period of retting. The ecological factors also significantly 
, a f f ec t  the.nature. of rctting, The period of-retting, sources of 
husk supplies and conditions in-the husk market have, as we shall 
see later, exerted significant influence on the organisation of 
prdbct ion.  . Further, the  end uses of each variety of yarn are 
different. and consequent dkfferences in 'the market conditions of 
the coir yarn may also influence the production organisation. 
Incidentally, the extreme regional  specialisation in the 
coir Yarn spinning may be viewed as a system o f  work sharing- 
arrangement among the workers- There is not much synchronisation 
%of the demand fluctuations of different varieties of coir yarn. 
But it is very rare for a production centre t o  undertake to spin 
n di , f fexmt  var ie ty  for  which there is market demand even if its 
..traditional variety 5s facing a market slump, It may be noted 
tha* there is no insurmountable s k i l l  barrier for such product 
witching as far as many varieties and major centres are 
concerned. Thus in a l l  regions the industrial act iv i ty  is 
fnterspersed with periodic idleness. This self imposed idleness 
plays an important role i n  distributing the available employment 
throughout the coir belt more equitable, 
To keep the gaper within manageable limits toe have chosen to' 
confine the analysis to the  geographical boundaries of the 
present day Kerala State which account for 90-95 per cent of coir 
, y a m  production. . An important omission in th i s  regard has been 
- the Laccadive Islands. Eventhough the present contribution of 
the Islands to the tota l  coir production is negligible they 
occupy an important position in the industrial history. The 
Islands were the most importan' centre of coir production in t h e  
beginning of the 19th century accounting for  as much as a quarter 
of the exportable supplus of coir yarn available from the-Malabar 
Coast. The island produce was a monopoly of A X i  Rajah of 
Canannore who bartered it from t h e  islanders at ri~iculously low 
. terms of trade-go The system was continued even under the 
British with some minor modifications. For t h i s  and other 
reasons the  issues re lated to the Laccadive coir industry deserve 
a separate treatment by i t s e l f .  Similarly we are not examining 
the growth %of the industry in South Canara district of Karnataka 
or Kanyakumari d i s t r i c t  of T a m i l  Nadu. The nature of gbvsriunhht 
interventions and regulatory measures adopted in these regions 
have been very different. The establishment of a power loorn.cdlr 
weaving factory, supposedly ' the worlds largest, i the 
Kanyakumari district and the keen interest it has taken in' the 
spinning practices. in the region have had important 
consequences An analysis of these changes would- r-f re 




THE NAND-SPUN YARN SECTOR 
The evolution of the' production organisation in the 
handspinning sector reveals  an interesting hirearchy .of 
dbairration of capital i r i  the- production procese". qith 'the 
commercial expansion in t h e  latter half of 19th~~sntury,~~th*: 
proportion of indegedent *etty yroducers who procured %-ka 'fsoa 
. :. 
the landlords/husk dealers and sold the spun'coit to vtllape c65tk 
dealers Segan to rapidly decline, Zn mid 'thirties it was 
estimated that .only about 10 to 15 per cent of the coir workers 
were "working on their own account in their It w a s  
women of the Ezhava Caste and to a lesser extent those of the 
Muslim, Latin Christien and chsruma Communities that  took to coir 
making as their chief vocation. .They belonged t o  the families in 
the lower s tra ta  of society, whose "earnings of male members 
... (were) too small to procure the necessaries of life for half a 
dozen soulsw~$ Only few among the new  entrant^ had the financial 
resources to purchase and ret husks on their own. The retting of 
h u s h  meant locking up of considerable amount of working capital 
far 6 to 12 months, It also required either ownership or lease 
control over retting pits. Further, as the c ~ i r  production 
expanded local husk availability groved deficient to meet the 
demand and hence intermediaries between the landlords in the 
hinterlands and producers became . inevi table .  All these 
facilitated the control  of the husk merchants over the eefr 
producers. 
The -1nde~sndent Domestic Production System 
The independent domestic production system continued to 
survive only in varieties of coir yarn spun from unsoaked or 
partially soaked hu~ks, The classic case is that of Beach yarn 
produced from partially soaked husks (ugta a month) or even dry 
husks in hbalaguzha-Shertallai taluks of Alleppy district. The 
women  spinner^ procure small l o t s  of husks from husk dealers or 
local landlords, Until land reforms, the Beach yarn producers 
used to receive hueks as wages in kind for watering and tending 
'coconut tress belonging to t: 2 landlords. T-1s husks are soaked 
in shallow sandy ponds .in the backyard of every house, Almost 
the entire Beach yarn is used by the loca l  coir weaving industry 
for the manufacture of cheap doormats. The producers sell the 
yarn to local dealers or directly to the cottage weaving 
establishments. Vycome Common is another handsgun yarn -used for 
the manufacture of low quality coir fabrics. It is prepared from 
husk rejects of inferior quality. These husk rejects, unsuitable 
for fine spinning, are bought by the handspinners to be worked at 
' home. In Malabar, a predominantly handspinning area, the 
independent domestic production system is prevalant' only in 
Paeha Choodi yarn prepared from raw husks. The entire produckion 
of Pacha Choodi is sold to the local  provision vendors, mostly on 
a barter basis for daily consumables. 
Exception to the rule $as Seen the production of Alapat yarn- 
in Karunagapally taluk of Quilon . ft is a superior quality 
handspun yarn produced from well retted  husk^ but prepared by 
self empleyed pet ty  producers. The husks are purckaac? In srrmll 
lots by the spinners from commercial retters and the daily.ofitput 
of spun yarn I6 sold to bazzar dealers of coir yarn. It in not  
clear why the husk dealers have not exerted mote direct cBntrol 
over the production. It is perhaps due to the greater 
comgetitivs conditions in the husk market -in the region. There 
is abundance of local  husks and retting' f a c i l i t i e ~  and 
consequently larger number of commercial retters, mostly local 
. . -  -* landholders themselves. 
The Depende,xt Domeatic Product!n System 
Xt is debatable as to what extent one can describe the above 
arrangements as "independent' domestic production system. The 
producers are dependent on the credit of the husk dealers for 
their d a i l y  requirement of raw materials and often on the 
consumption loans of the coir dealers for their subsistence, 2t 
was reported t o  the Banking Enquiry Commission (19281 at Calicut 
The practice a t  present followed by bazzar men in purchasing 
the  yarn from the women a t  ridiculously low rates and paying for 
it in kind eg. o i l s  and sundry articles of food e t c . ,  is vicio;s 
because .they make double profit.., The women have no other go 
but to sell their yarn at any price they can get Because they 
l i v e  hand to mouth existence and are at the mercy of the bazzar 
men., , "x4  Further, "most of the shopkeepers are themaelves 
dealers in coconuts. They g i v e  husk t o  some of the women for 
soaking and they sometimes buy fibre' alsowin 
The interlocking of the raw material and g r d u e t  markets 
renders the producers .tcteLly dependent on the middlemen. Even 
though an illusion of purchase and sale is maintained, the petty 
producer is reduced in rea l i ty  to the status of a wage worker but 
without even the modicum assurance of a guaranteed return to 
labour. The producer's account of husks purchased on credit is 
sett led when the yarn is sold back, her earnings being the 
difference between the purchase and sale prices, the terms of 
which the de'aler is pleased to determine. We call t h i s  
arrangement, reported as being widely prevelant in the 
Pwhwhoodf areae , as dependent dome; t i c  product ion sys tern. 
An inberasting variant of the dependent domesrtic production 
system that was common In dui~anay and Begpore yarn in Malaber, 
eveE 3- $ 9  turn f the century, was what was known as 
seiguiorape system. It was to be a kfnd of product sharing 
arrangement between the dealer and the producer. Two third8 of 
the yarn prepared by the producer Zrom the retted husk supglisd 
by the dealer was to be returned to the latter free of charge as 
seigniorage. The rest was .the producer'r share- which wan 
invariably purkhased by the same dealer at a fixed rateale A f t e r  
the First  World War cer ta in  modifications took glace regarding 
the sharing arrangements. Instead of a fixed share, a fixed 
quantity, - ~ i z .  13% Ibs of yarn for every 100 hueks, was to be 
delivered to t h e  merchant as seignerage. Anything in excesa of 
this minimum wass the' producer's share.l"lhe uniqueness of the 
system wan the illusion of product sharing and nelf discipline i t  
created on the producer. share of the employer was fixed 
while that of the worker varied according to her diligenos.ia 
handling tne  raw material. 
The Domestic Hired Labour S y s t e m  
. L . I  
By the end of ' th ir t i e s ,  the seignorage atrangement was 
rapidly giving way for domestic hired labour system in the retted 
husk yarn variet ies .  As in typical gutting out system the 
dealers began to supply raw material to the ' workers t o  be 
proces~ed in their homes for  wages. But only rarely. we have 
instances of dealers directly supplying retted husks ta the homes 
of workers. The normal practice was for the mbrchants to defibre 
the retted husks employing h i r e d  labou3 in work yards adjaeYntnto 
the retting grounds. The fibre was then distributed to the 
domestic spinners t o  be syua .into yarn a t  piece rates. The 
reason for not putting 'out 'the hush seems to have been the 
necessity of preventing petty pilferage of  fibre by domestfc 
workers. Due to the differences in the fibre content of the 
husks which depends upon various factors - such as the variety of 
C O C O ~ Y ~ ,  the dehuskinp practices, the pith content of the h&ks. 
the degree of xetting'and so on - it was difficult to fix a norm 
for the husk fibre out turn. Even under the seignorags system, 
it had been felt t ha t  the producer "anxious to increase the 
weight o f  her output of yarn, (was) inclined t o  be indifferent to 
the proper cleaning of the ffbrenle and thus tended to lower the 
quality of yarn. The new organisational innovation also helped 
to save transport charges incurred in transporting balky and 
heavy retted husks. Further, the limited division of labour 
introduced under the new syst.-m also had an beneficial impaet.on 
the productivity of labour. By the ' f i f t ies  , the domestic 'hired 
labour system had become the universal'practice an Quilandy, 
Beypore and Rope yarn varieties. 
.Centra l i e$  Hired Labour System, 
A eoncomittant of the fibre gutting out arrangements was the 
emergence of centralised fibre groduction using wage labour. 
Work yards for the centralised yarn production were only a next 
logical development, It facilitated greater supervision and 
quality control and therefore became the preferred mode for the 
production of superier qualities of Beypore and Quilandy Yarn. 
And thus the Minimum Wagea Committee of 1961 observed in many 
villages "long rows of women s i t t i n g  in sheds where fibre is 
supplied to them and they convert it to yarn, either Beypore or 
Quilandy variety, and wages are paid to them for their work cn 
piece rate basiswlg 
Labour Conditions 
The collective work yards brought forth the f irst  stirrings 
of organised resistance by workers in the history of the 
industry. It is important in this context to briefly survey the 
labour conditions in the handspun coir yarn sector. 
It is not  possible to construct a reliable tine series of 
wages or earnings of worker8 given the unorganised nature of the 
industry. In 1917 the cost of defibrefng and spinning per candy 
of yarn involving around 130 days of work at Calieut was 
Rs.10.42. It did not *enable (the workers) to come up even to 
- 1 
the line of poverty"20 The commutation rate fixed by custom 
unaer the seignorage system proved to be highly sticky, It was 
remarked that ..." the wages of the workers have remained 
stationary for the last fifty years while the profits of the 
masters have increased year  by year . . .  Their wages have been 
kept doem by custom and the sense of helplessne~s makes them 
immobile. Also the ~ g i r i t  of segregation is rasponaible for the 
nominal wagea they get."21 
The wages seems to have improved during the post F i r s t  World 
War boom particularly in the retted yarn v a r i e t i e s  which Ead 
, . .  
. 7 .  
considerable expo& dem6nd. - In 1928 the wage cost of one candy 
of yarn ringed ,at Calicut Fr?tween Ra.19 t-o Rs.27 for such 
var ie t i e s  while f o r  unaoaked husk yarn it was only Rs.8.5022. 
With the onset of Depression the wages a l i d  down. The trend 
reversed only  from' the late ' th i r t i e s .  By 1961 the wage costs 
for a candy yarn had more than doubled to Rs.42-50 to Beygore and 
Rs.52.50 for Quilandy yarn.2a But it is doubtful if there was 
any improvement in real wages. 
The handsginning households continued to be the most sweated 
and under paid stratum of workers in Kerala. The earnings of a 
hand spinner for a day's labour in the major varieties of hand 
spun yarn in mid sixties is given in Table 1. It ranged between 
.42 t o  60 paise for the 'domestic hired worker varieties. The 
grice paid by the self-employed domestic workers for their 
illurion of 'independence' was quite startling. Their earnings 
were half those of the hired L~rne~t i c  workers. 
Table I 
The Daily Earninss of Bandsginn~rs in Major Varieties of Yarn 
1964 
i Self Emloyea Domestie Worker Varieties 
Rs 
: 1. Fine Unsoaked Yatn . 0.21 
, 2. Vycome Yarn 0.37 
. 3. Beach yarn 0.38 
A 4.  Alapat yarn 0.38 
------- 
Average . 0.33 
. -I-_------------------------------------ 
Hired Dom~&tic-Jlorker Varieties' ' -  
Rs 
1. Beypore yarn 0.60 
2. guilandy yarn 0.45 
3. Rope yarn 0.42 
----I-- 
Average 0.50 
' C C - - - I " - - - I C e - " - - d - - - - - - - - - 1 - 1  . 
: Source: Hohamrned Kunju, Coir Yarn-A Study of Different Types of Coir Yarn_ ' 
Produced in fndia Coir Board, Cochin, 1966. 
~ t ' , n t a y  be argued that the self employed domestic hand 
spinners work only part time while the wage workers are full time 
workexs. But for our comparison, we hare taken the earnings of 
the average wage worker while the earnings of the self employed 
spinners refer to those  who W O - K  on a full tin* barnis. What this 
"leisure time" occupation (as the handspinning has often been 
referred to in literature) can imply for a woman worker may be 
understood from the following statement: "Though the coir 
production is the mqin occupation of the female members, they do 
this side by s i d e  w i t h  t h e i r  domes.tic duties such as cooking, 
washing etc.  In the early hours of the day, elder female member 
goes t o  the retting field and procures dai ly  requirement of the 
retted husks, usual ly  on credit terms. She  bring^ husks home and 
two or three members beat them into fibre.., In certain places, 
beating and cleaning is done in the forenoon and spinning in the 
afternoon after attending to domestic duties for two or three 
hours, Spinning ray go on during the late hours of the night, in 
the light of the lamp till 10 or 11 gm. Thus each a e t  of  workers 
has' to spend 9 or 10 hours. of ' tbs day for this wbrkm2 It was 
for t h i s  day long toil that the handspinners fa eke' Alapat region 
receiQed Rs.-0.38 in 2964. > .  >. 
. '. . .'. 
I '  . i .. fri the case of. self employed domestic. .spinners- the-Wage 
earnings were abysmrzly low, It ' war inedequa te .even for tbe 
reproduction of the labour power of :tho spinner, let alone.her 
family, fn 1960. it was estimated tbat.ths incerme.ftom8cbfr 
indastxy accounted for only less-than 17 per, cent of . the  totaf 
family ineome of the hmdspinning households-g6 As I-perceptive 
obmeruor remarked cat the end of the - * twentiee evdn though - "the 
wags.earnings regresent.practicaZly "nothing;.;in the,absencr of ' 
any.other accupatfon Co engage the women workers howoutably in 
their own houses.there is rio other altekmatfve but to takb ko 
this kind of work, which gives t;'u?~'.$t :Xemdt f e w .  adnail .a 
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Cost  of Production and Prof i t s  for 1 candy of Handsgun 
yarn 2'963 
................................................................. 
Beypore Yarn Quilandy Yarn(%?) 
.............................................................. 
C o s t  of retted husks 146.25 
Contract Rate far the extraction 40.00  
of fibre 
Charges for Handspinning 42.50 
Total cost 228 .75  
---------- 
Sale Brice 3 3 0 . 0 0  
---------- 
Profit f o r  the merchant 101.25 9 9 . 8 5  
(exclusive of margin on retted husks) 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
Source: N. Kunjuraman, Report of the Minimum Wages Committee 
for t h e  Manufacture of Coir", Govt. of Kesala, 
Trivandrum 1963. 
The immediate impact of the struggles of the workers and the 
introduction of the  minimum wage legislation was the gradual 
extinctior of centralised p r o d ~ ~ c t i o n  system. The large fibre 
producing yards operated by cne nusk retters came t o  be split up 
i n t o  smaller units or subcontracted ta smaller middlelen who in 
turn employed .small gangs of workers. These contractors were 
more often merely head labourers who got small advantages by 
+ exploiting the  workers under them. The unions wera not 
successful in preventing t h e  development of the contract system. 
The most intense and fierce struggle in the handsginning sector 
took glace in 1956 and was centred around the issue of the eight 
of large scale retters to close  their work yards and contract out 
the defibreing. The workers at Randassankadvu, a major fibre 
producing centre, held out for oVTer a month in most heroic 
fashion against police regression afid starvation.' The a g i t a t i o n  
though it captured the attention of the whole s t a t e  and attracted 
volunteer partic ipants  from all o-rer, had to be withdrawn, 
l eav ing  t issue for adjudication.sa The government held 
'freedom of trade' sacrosanct and advised the workers to buy the 
retted husks and defibre them in their houses.ai 
The handspinning work yards completely disappeared from the 
industrial scene. Instead there was a resurgence of hired 
domestic labour systems. Even here the merchant often preferred 
operate through contractors rather than directly gutting 
out to the domestic spinners. Thus the contract system became 
the;eharacteristic feature of the  industrial organisation in the 
retted husk variety yarns. 
. An important reason for the absence of hired domestic labour 
system fn Alapat yarn or,Aroor Special Yarn l a  superior type o f  
rpeome yarn) may have been t h e v  threat of unionisation. The 
minimum wages were not  applicable to the self employed domestic 
,system of production ; The Minimum Wages Committees took the 
position that there wan no wage labour relation in the production 
of such variet ies  and therefore question of m i n i m u m  wages was 
irrelevant in their cases. 
The demand for handsgun varieties of coir yarn, was largely 
sustained by the ridiculously low wages at which domestic workers 
were willing to work. The wage escalation  lowly eroded the 
cheap labour baeis t h i ~  handicraft and heralded its gradual 
decline. On the  one hand ratt sginnfng began to make further 
inroads into the hand spinning regions. Only a very small 
proportion of the Alapat and Vpcorne yarn is being spun by hand. 
. The  hare ef ratt production in the Alapat yarn has increased - 
from around 15 per cent in early sixties to around 75 per cent 
today. The t o t a l  number r a t t s  i n  che hand spinning d i s t r i c t s  of 
Canannore, Calicut and Malappuram have increased from 297 r a t t s  
in 1955 to 2264  r a t t s  in 1980.32 
A more important tendency, especially in the Malabar region, 
has been the shift towards commercial production of coir fibre 
for sale 'to the ratt spinning areas in Southern Kerala and the 
rope industry in Tamil Nadu. This has been facilitated by the 
introduction of husk beating machines in Malabar.' The use of 
machinery significantly reduces the labour requirements and to a 
limited extent reduces the cost of producti0n.3~ unlike the 
Travancore region there is no ban of defibreing mills in Malabar. 
The husk merchants f i n d  commercial production of fibre more 
prof i table  than the labour intensive spinning. By the end OX tfia 
'sixties t n e  exporters were complaining a b m t  the  scarcity of 
exportable qualities of handsgun yarn.ar On a rough estimate 
around 30 per cent of the  yarn in ehe mid sixties was being 
handsgun. By 1980 i t s  share had declined to 15-16 cent.s.8 
We shall now turn to the organisation of production in the ratt 
spinning sector. 
SECTION 111 
THE BATT- SPUN YARN SECTOR 
The handspun yarn wais almost entirely characterised by 
domastic petty producers ~ n d a r  varying degrees of contro l  by 
nerchant capi ta l .  Since the  haadsginning did not involve even 
1 
;4 
elementary tools, each pett. producer covld function as a 
separate unit of production. But the introduction o f  ratt 
necessitated a .minimurn of five workers - two t o  spin, one t o  
rotate the wheel and another two t o  prepare the fibre. As coir 
making was predominantly a female occupation, it was only rarely 
that the entire labour requirement could be met from the  
household itself. Thur even the smallest unit in r a t t  spinning 
would require a t  l e a s t  margfnal use of hired workers. The 
incidence of hired workers would inereaae with the size of the 
unit. A field survey.conducted by us in Radakkavoor village in 
1978 revealed that even in one ratt owning units 47 per cent of 
the  workers 6ere hired  workers." In 2-3 rrtt size units the 
share of hired workers rose to 86 per cent. In the higher size 
categories virtubl ly  the entire workforce was of hired wdrkers. 
The household members were engaged only in managerial or 
supervisory roles.  Therefore the ratt size distribution of 
spinning units would be an important indicator of the extent of 
differentiation among the producers and the emergence of 
capitalist enterprises amongst them. 
Size Dis:ribution of the Spinning Units 
Unlike in the case of handspinning rsector, the records 
regarding g:oduction relations in the ratt spun sector are 
scarce. Therefore we are constrained to start our analysis with 
the size dfs tr i su t ion  of the spinning units in 1955 .  The d a t e  
had not been tab~latea according to yarn var ie ty  strata. We have 
reclassified the Catn to confirm to broad variety strata on the 
bas58 of predominant yarn produced in each taluk. (See Table 3 ) .  
On the whole, 7 0  per c e n t  of the spinning establishments 
were predominantly self arapioyea u n i t s  owhing only one ratt. But 
at the other end of t h e  spectrum we have a l s o  around 300  
relat ively  large capitalist cntakgrises' employing 6 or more 
ratts. While aeound 25 per cent of the owners in the spinning 
establishmsnts'were landless, a small section were landholders 
owning more than 5 acres of 1and.37 Around 45 per cent of the 
spinners were self employed workers,oB (See Table 3 Col.20) We 
do not have a similar count of the defibreing workers.  But 
ava i lab le  evidence shows tha t  the 'self employed prefer spinning 
to defibreing which is a more ardrous job. Therefore on a rough 
edtirnate the share 05 the self employed in the raet spinning was 
likely to be around 35-40 per cent. 
Another important feature that emerges from table 3 is the 
gxevelance of significant inte regional and -arfety differences 
in the indus tr ia l  s tructure.  The sharpest contrast is'between 
t k  Anjengo and the Vycome strata. While only 33 per cent  of the 
spinning establishments in the  Anjengo stratum were one ratt 
units more than 95 per cent of Vyceae stratum consisted o f  such 
units. These petty establishments accounted for only 12 per cent 
of the ratts  in the farmer while they accounted for as much as 90 
per cent of .the ratts in the lattbr.  The large scale 
establishmmts were totally absent in the Vyeome stratum. On the 
other hand, such units ownfng 6 or more ratts constituted 6 per 
cant of the establishments and around 25 per cent of the r a t t s  in 
the Anjengo stratum. In. many 'of the villages in the Anjengo 
stratum the' small produetion units were insignificant . For 
example, in 1965, in Veiloor and Palliptaram, 50 per cent of the 
units  were the large scale esA- iblishments ~ 5 t h  6 or more ratts 
accounting for 73 per cent of the t o ta l  rstts and T O  per cent of 
the production. a 9 ~ h e s e  differences in the size distr ibut ion of 
establishhents was also reilected in the incidence of wage 
employment. More than 75 p e r  cent of the s~inaera in the Anjcngo 
region were hired workers. The hired workers constituted only 5 
per-cent of the spinners in the Vycome region. 
Table 3 
Sizerise Distribution 'of S~innian Units h number of Xatts I155 
------I---C-U----------------------------"----------**-------------------*-----"------------------------------ 
TaluklBistrict Parietl -1 Ratt 2 Batt 3-5 Ratt 6-10 Ratt 10 + Satt Total llilloring Percentage of 
aachines self employed 
arang spinners 
I 3 3 1 5 6 I I 9 10 
------------- -"---C-----------I----------13-1-----.----C-----------------"----N-l-.-----I-------C1"..-----...--- 
Trivandr~l  l n j e ~ g a  1019 991 814 161  20 3178 2990 33.6 (a.11 132.21 1 a a ~ 1  15.31 10.61 (100.01 
l e s t  of llleppj Dc. Vycore 2303 103 la I - 2151 139 18.8 
193.91 !4 ,21 i1.T) IP.3 FlOO, 01 
Gochin-tanayanoox Vpcorel 1147 ' I31 , 55 T - 152d 76 I8,r 
IEtnakoIai Dt. 1 Parut 1 8 3 . 4 1  112-61 1 3 , 6 1  10,51 FlfiO.Oi 
Trichr Parur 2!5 133  36 6 - Ell :3.8 
1n.r1 1 1 a , r 1  l e , a ~  I I A I  11oc.01 
Ponnaai lope 132 33 I I  10 9 8 5  18 23.9 
t6l.31 ; Ilb.!! (1B.lj Ih.9)  (4.3) (1OL.D) 
Pest of lalabar -- (1 31 I7 7 - !l I 6,3 
I61,il 129.31 . 110.5) 17.61 t1OI.O) 
-------I--------------U-----l---.--.--,r--,-,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,",,,,,,,,,,.-------",---,,-----------, 
total 13271 340d 1910 153 32 18813 45.9 
(10.41 (18.01 (iO.11 tl.41 , 2 O i l  . . 
----------C---C------*---r---l----..".3..----------"------1--1-.1.--.*.-------1---------------" 
hkarca: Coir Board, Remt on the Cusua of tof r Spindlre, Brnatular, 1957. 
The production of Mang Ian and Parur :arm seems to have 
been more organised than the Vycome and Aratory yarns. Only 
around 60 per cent of t h e  units in these strata were single r a t t  
units. There was also a sprinkling of t h e  large scale spinning 
establishments. 
One may try to speculate on the possible reasons f o r  the 
marked inter regional differences in the industrial structure. 
One important factor seems to be the demand conditions of the 
yarn. Fox example, in contrast w i t h  Vycome yarn, ~njengo yarn 
# 
enjoyed more ' s tab le  demand conditions, better price and wider 
profit margins. It is also observed that. the larger units 
undertook the ~roduction of superior qualities that fe tched  
bettar.prices. Another important factor was the availability of 
the busks in the region and the  nature of the husk market. One 
would have also to consider the historical evolution of thk 
industry in each region, partcularly, the nature of 
entrepreneurship. In Ponnani where ratt spinning was a late 
entry, the spinning was organised by the handspun yarn merchants. 
Rope yarn a l so  had a ateady domestic demand. .This might account 
for the  presence 'of large scale establishments in this small 
pocket of ratt spinning in the Malappuram d i s t r i c t .  However, the 
fact is that the present s t a t e  of information do n o t  permit us to 
formulate any firm explanatory hypothesis for the structural 
variations. 
Economies of Scale 
We have noted that  the coexistence of small and large scale 
unita, with regional variations in relative proportions, was'tbe 
s a l i e n t  feature of the  industry.  Therefore it becomes important 
to compare the marketing and production conditions of the various 
size class of units. Unfortunately little of the  mass of data 
generated through surveys have been tabulated in any manner that 
.would shed light on t h i s  important consideration: Therefore we 
have to be satisfied with the results of the small sample survey 
the we conducted in Kadakkavaor v i l l a g e  in the Anjengo stratum in 
The coir spinning units were dependent on the merchants for  
the raw materials. The production of husks in their own house 
plots  provided oqly an insignificant proportion of t h e  
requirements. Their own retted husks provided only 14 per cent 
. . 
of the annual requirements. (See Table 4 )  This dependence of 
the spinning units on retted husk merchants and the manipulations 
o f '  the merchants made their existence very precarious. 
Table 4 
Percentage Distribution of Raw materials 
by Source, 1962' 
- - - - - - - d - , , - - , , - , - - , , - - l r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - d - -  
Source R a w  husk Ratted Husk Fibre 
................................................................. 
1 2 3 4 
---C-III-C---__-I----------------------~--------------------h~--- 
.Own Production 8 . 0  14.1 88 .-5 
Other Coconut farmers 53 .7 0 . 0  0.0 
Traders ' 3 8 . 2  74 .7  11.5 
Co-oper a t i v e s  0.1 11.2 0 . 0  
--------- ------I ------- 
2 0 0 . 0  100 0 100.0 
---_III___-_-I_C_1--------------------------~-d---------------. - -- 
Source: Bureau of Economic Studies, Survey o f - C o i r  Bo~seholds 
in Kerafa, Govt, af Kerala, Trivandrum 1962 
However, the larger establishments were able to rett a 
greater share of the husk requirements in their own pits. Units 
with more than 6 r a t t s  retted nearly 80 per cent of their 
requirements in . their own j .ts. N o t  or,'.p were they less 
. . 
dependent on the vagaries of the retted husk market but we also 
' I 
found that some of them were also dealers in retted husk. 14 per 
cent of the husk purchased was resold. {See Table 5 )  They also 
consumed coir fibre bought from fibre processing centres in 
Malabar. 
The larger astablishments were also able to bypass the 
var iou~  middlemen in the yarn market and eel1 direc t ly  t o  the 
wholesalers in the port t o m s .  More than 80 per cent of  the yarn 
produced by the larger establishments owning more than 4 ratts 
were sold directly in the Alleggy market. (See Table 6 )  On the 
other hand the smaller domestic units sold their yarn t o  the 
village middlemen daily at retail purchase prices. One of the 
large scale establishment owners was also found to be a vialage 
. + 
middleman himself .  
Table 5 - 
The Percentage Distribution of the Purchase of Raw 
Materials by Ratt Spinning Households accordinn to  
Ratt S ize  Class in 1978 . .: 
----- - -I-C-I-IC--I-----3-C-L--------*--&--------*--------- - - - h . - - - .  .-.. - ----'------- 
gatt size IPo.of Raw huik Raw husk Retted husk Total husk Fibre(qt1s) Percen- 
clasr U R ~  t s {own farm) (Purchase) (purchase) '(actual no. (purchsSe) tage of 




3 1 2 a s 6 7 a 
e-----1-C-.~C---3-----"---11----------------------------------------m----------m---- 
- 1 8 1.3 21.5 77.2 100.0 - .  
(223) 
100.0 2-3 9 lk4 58.7 39.9 - - 
(515) 
4-5 7 1.9 60.8 37.3 10C.O 6 13.8 
(122s) t 170) 
6+ 11 1.0 77-6 ' ' - 21.4 -130.0 " 13.5 14.4 
-. , rr lsz!  (600) 
-------------,,__,,-~~--~~---~~--IIIII-I.-.-.-.-.-.--.-.-.-.-.-.--.-*LLL-LLL"-r-r-rLd----~-~--d-- 




Distribution of the Sale P£ Yarn by Market Channels 
--------------------------------.--------------------------------- 
Ratt size Sale in the Sale a t  the Total sales (actually 
class ' .  village AXleppy market quantity in qtls 
given in brackets) 
1 86.0  14.0 100.0 C1785) 
2 - 3 8 5 . 8  14.2 100.0 (3531 
4 - 5  20.7 7 9 . 3  100.0 ( 6 5 7 )  
6 + 8 . 4  91.6 100.0 (2704)  
- - - c - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - c - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
(Source: Same as for Table 5 )  
It was found t h a t  the lerger establishments were also better 
equipped and used superior techniques for preparing the coir 
fibre (See Table 7). Fixed investment of the  one ratt owners is 
remarkably l o w .  A set of ratt and ancillary implements, like 
wooden mallets, required an investment of Rs.130 only fn 1978, 
Hand aillowing machines t o  clean the fibre .tare more frequent 
among the middle size ratt classes while the larger units used 
motorised cleaning machines. T1e services of rnotorised machines 
are h i r e d  out to the smaller units and form an additional source 
of income for the larger uni t s .  X t  may be noted that 52 and 37 
per cent of the 5703 willowing machines fn existence in the state  
in 1955 were in Trivaadrum and Quilon Districts respectively. 
The larger establishments were better equipped with means of 
self-transport for their proiucts and raw materials. 
?-..-..:_eh 
The Distribution ot  Land and Eauipment Aceording t o  Ratt 
Size Class 
................................................................................. 
Ratt size lo.of Average Average Willowing Hotorised Country Bullock iverags 
class units land no.of machine, machines boats carts value 
{acres) satts  of 
equip- 
men t r 
(Rs) 
---------c-------------1----------------------------------------------------------- 
1 2 3 4 .  5 6 7 8 9 ,  
C----I-----I-----------"---------------~-,----&----w----"--~-d-----*-------------- 
1 8 0.10 1 P - - - .  130.00 
2 - 3  9 0.21 2.22 1 .  - .- - 277.78 
4 - 5 7 1.42 4.57 4 - 9 1 932.14 
6+ 11 1.51 9-27 3 2 6 - 4902.27 
-----c----------------------c------------------------------------------ 
(Source: Same as for  Table 5) 
Even though the smaller units were relatively less endowed 
in production facilities and xesources, their main handicap l i y  
in marketing. They were dependent on the middlemen in theLya:n 
and husk markets. This dependence also  often assumed the form of 
gutting out arrangements garti-dlarly in Vycome and Aratory yain 
strata.  For example it was described that in Shertallai TaZuk 
where "the industry is carried on a cottage industry basis.. 
people either purchase or get as loan a few hundreds of husks 
from the dealers who advance husks. The yarn dealer purchases a t  
. . 
a price he fixed From those who take the article8 for h e  -and 
gives wages an a piece rate  basis to 'those who actual ly  'take 
husks as loans from him."O Again in the Vycome stratum some of 
the dealers followed "the practice of supplying fibre to the 
spinners tc work on piece work.systera, . ,  in their  home~...for 
being converted to coir yarn of equal weight."r1 The domestic 
.producers in many villages in Cochin Taluk did not even own the 
ratts. The dealers distributed not  only the fibre but a le0  the 
ratts to t h e  homesteads of the g r o d ~ c e r a ! ~ ~  Some of the single 
ratt owners avoided even marginal hiring in of labour . by 
themselves attending to a l l  the activities connected with 
defibreing, cleaning and spinding in turn.'$ Thus even the 
rudimentary division of labour ceased in such units. 
Labour Conditions 
The earnings of the ratt spinners were 2 to 3 times the 
earnings of the hand spinners (See Table 8 ) .  But it may noted 
that unlike the case of handspinners, the earnings from the colr 
industry were the main source of income of the rntt spinning 
households. The evidence gathered by the Minimum Wages Committee 
was contrary to the commonly held view "that the wages received 
by the workers in the coir l r a t t  spinning] industry (was1 in the 
hature of subsidiary source of income f o r  the maintenance of 
their families*\.'2 The ineiderce of female headed households was 
found to be kuprisingly high and women spinners were often the 
miin earners in terms of contribution to the family income. 
Thrre were bewildering differences between various centres 
in the piece rates, Further the wide variations in work load in 
terms of length of the hank I the runnage) , scorage, level of 
cleanl inssa of f fbre, softness of husks, etc makes a reliable 
comparison of the wage rates impossible. What we have attempted 
in Table 8 I s ,  therefore, to give rough estimates of daily 
earnings of coir workers f o r  day of 9-10 'hours o f  werk i n  t h e  
major activities by variety s trata  i n  1964 on the basis of 
careful reading qf available evidence. The average wage cost of 
a person day of werk has been calculated on the basis wage c o a t  
- .  
, . 
ae > ~ r q o n  fays required t.,r the-,, super i i r  qualities of .each 
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St ra ta  Defibreing Spinning Rotating Average wage cost of 
' - - L - 7 - -  , . r *. - -  > , & * &  ..--i - *. - 
- 'A ~ ' - : ' p e p ~ ~ , ~ a y r  of ~wapk; 
in a l l  activities 
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-=,&-* -'.'.i"' ; ' x,$d&j O&'gg. - @.;,a&" B.yO6, 
Mangadan 1.00 1.10 0.60 1-00 
A s ' I i t  a d d *  Y :'00 :a. $0: .O.QBk 0,95 
A r a t o r y  0.80 0.80 0 . 4 5  0.80 
. -,--i ' ~ ~ & ; t 8  5 "0 <75 : . Q $ ; ~ O  r0.6CI': 
P a r u r  
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Certain  conclusions may be drawn from t h e  above data: The 
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strata are 20 -25  per cent-lower than the southern distr icts .  An 
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interesting case i s  that of Parur yarn where earnings per person 
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day of work is seen to be t h e  highest. So are the earnings of 
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t h e  spinners. A distinguishing feature of the Parur yarn 
. . .. 
4 9 . .  , :[':>:' ,::,.7-\,' . ' ? . < .  a , - 7  , A : ,  : d t , i -  5 -  . 
production is that the  spinning was done by mostly adult pale or 
boya. Parur yarn being thicker and of harder t w i s t  is supposed 
t " ' 7  ' t " 1  A , I  4 4 ,  - 7  
to more ardarous work forcing the workere to rest t h e i r  bruised 
, % C '  3 . ,* r . 
1 - 1;. . . 
hands a f t e r  5 - 6  days of continuous work. Given the  under 
C - I ?  I ,  I . 
employment in t he  industry such l a y  offs are  any way i n e v i t a b l e .  
. : ' . A  . x .  -i . 
In contrast the wage earnings of t h e  defi .brejng workers in the  
I . <  i > 
Parur stratum are relatively lower. Interestingly, the 
1 
defibreing activity, as in the other strata, is undertaken by 
, 
. . 
'I F L  ' , 
women. These women had also been burdened with major part of 
1 , *  J ,. 
, L .  , 
cleaning work. Working conditions in the  ginning yards and 
defibreing yards were also a contrast: the former in thatched 
sheds and the latter in the open near the pit sites themselves. 
I t  is 1 interesting to note in this context that  the wage 
rates in Muppiri yarn, which is another variety w i t h  significant 
presence of men, are also relatively higher.!& 
A rather puzzling finding is that the earnings in Anjengo 
stratum were lower than the Mangadan stratum. This is in 
contrast to the contemporary situation as well as descriptions of 
t h e  labour conditions given in the minimum wages committee 
repoxts.46 ff true, the relatihly lower wages in the Anjengo 
stratum when compared to the immediate neighbouring stratum of 
Mangadan could be considered a s  an important factor that 
f a c i l i t a t e d  the higher incidence of large scale units in the 
7 former. 3ut given the limitations of the data we would grefsr to 
b& cautious in drawing any strong conclusion. 
As t h e  Minimum Wages Committee o f  1954 admitted the 
atatiatics of earnings or expenditure are "too vague and 
inperfect for correctly judging the extent of misery that had 
enveloped the coastal regionn and an "insufficient guide to the 
undarstanding and measurement of human sufferingm4? No 
statht ics  could substitute the heart rending descriptions that 
t h i s  nport contains on the conditions of labour particularly in 
Gpchin-~anyanmr taluks: *For  a long time the workers have not 
been ab16 to obtain a good meal on any day except on f e s t i v a l  
days. . . Eren ' that  was made possible only by itarvation an 
subsequent days. Usually they take a little 'Black Tea' early in 
the morning and go to t h e  work spots. In the noon intervals they 
a r e  a b l e  to take a little dry .apioca and g r o u d  n u t  cakes which 
they supplement by drinking water. After returning late in the 
night, they prepare 'Kanj i '  and drink the watery portion giving 
the residue to the  men and children in the family. Most of the  
workers were found to be wearing only rags in the working 
spots .  . . Girls between 16 to 20 were dwarfed on account of 
insufficient nourishment, Women between 25 and 30  were so worn 
out by work and starvation that they looked 40 to 50 years of 
age. The workers who are  spinning coir cannot as a rule work far 
more than 4 or 5 days a week. Generally they start work at 3 or 
, . 
4 O'clock in the morning and continue t h e i r  work upto 5 . 3 0  or 6 
or even 7 p.m. w i t h  a short  interval in the afternoon. . . This 
craze of early work is the  outcome of their desire to earn as 
much as they could by turning out more work on piece rate system 
... At this rate a worker is able to get Re.1 to Re. 1-4-0 per 
day.. . q 8  
I 
In the rest of the  Vycome stratum in Kottayam district or 
Aretory-Beach strata in Alleppy district, the conditiqns were not 
muck better than the Cochin a r e a .  Working conditions improved as 
one n.oved southwards to the  ~shtarnudy- ang gad an areas. In the 
Anjengo area the working hours were comparatively shorter and in 
larger units even working sheds or shady places were provided fo r  
the workers. The employers also gave advances to workers to 
ensure their continuous smgl~yment and also small presents during 
Trades Unions and Industrial Str-ucture 
An important feature.of the industry that the Minimum Wages 
Committee of 1954 noticed w a s  that "whenever labour {was) 
orpanised under trade unions the conditions of labour (were) 
comparatively betterm49, In the whole Cochin area there were no 
effective labour unions. But in the Quilon - Trivandrum 
districts ,  particularly in the l a t t er ,  the "workers (were) 
arganised and Iwere) concious of their 1egitimate.rights and 
claimsuao The fixation of the  minimum wages and widespread 
struggles of the workers to implement thern.led to a virtual  
turmoil in the industry. The employers generally avoided the 
payment of t he  minimum wages or increased the work-loads or 
denied the workers the customary rights which were not specified 
&n the. recommendations.. Tt was h e l d  that  minimum wages could not 
be paid without significant redh-ction in the prices of husks. 
Even eoir co-operatives sought exemption from the minimum wages. 
Wihspread lockouts and tension in the industry forced the 
gove;L:.-ment,to appoint the Coir Advisory Committee to review the 
situatton. The representations received by the Coir Advisory 
Committee from every centre it v i s i t e d  vividly expressed how the 
/ 
fixation of the minimum wages and the ensuing controversies were 
instrumental in the rapid spread of unionisation during the mid 
fifties.  b a t  was its impact on the, industrial' structure? 
We are lather handicapped by the absence of data on the 
industrial straetuxe in answering this question. The ratt census 
I 
reports o f  1962 aad 1965 do not provide size w i s e  distribution of 
ratt spinning . un i t s .  So we are contrafned to. s a t i s f y  ourselves 
with the average number of ~ t t s  per unit for the various 
districts. {See Table 9) We observe that; in a l l  districts  
except Kottayam, the  average number of cntta per establishment 
declined between 2955 and 1962. We hold that during 1955-62 
there was a general trend towards smaller establishments and 
closure of the larger ones. The Minimum Wages Committee of  1963 
noted: *Even in the wheel spinning areas the tendency is to s p l i t  
up larger units o f  say ten or fifteen spindles in to  units of one, 
two or three respseti~ely",~~ Our detailed field enquiries 5n 
Trivrndrum District confirmed the existence of greater number o f  
larger establishments in the early 'fifties. It was opined in 
the mid thirties that the optimum s ize  o f  a eois unit, more 
common in southern Rerafa, was about 4 0  persons daily - 1 4  women 
each for defibreing and spinning, 7 children for rotatind the 
wheel and 3 men for rattingj and cleerning,aa 8 0  the process of  
deceatralisatien of production Guring 1955-62 geriad was in . fact  
a continuation of a trend started much earlier. This we.hold was 
closely related to the development of the trade union movement in 
the apinning sector and the struggles of t h e  workeks for better 
labour conditions. 
The i n i t i a l  phase of the trade union movement, however, was 
not very successful in effecting any dramatic improvement'--*n- the 
labour conditfon~. The secodd minimum wages aommittee that 
toured the coir districts in 1961 "found very little changer in 
the working conditions in the industrym6s since the previous 
report. Xt took more than a decade f o r  the wages to reach.the 
aubsirtencs minimum recommended 3n 3954.54 But From the m i 4  
rixties the state of affairs began to rapidly ehan$e; 
Table 
Trend in the Mumbtr of Rat t~ and Averaae Ratt Per Unit 
Naae of the district , 1955 1962 1965 
~o-of' Average Wo,of Average W.of Average 
ratts ratt/unit ratts . rattlunit r a t t s  rattiunit 
-llmle-111---1---1-1--l---llll-le---------------------------------------*-------------- 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
- 
Triraadrlua 7630 2.48 9273 5.29 7944 2.77 
Quilon 81 57 f .67 8399 3,4T 3297 1.58 
bt tayam 2839 1.12 3445 1-02 4302 1.19 
A ~ ~ ~ P P Y  6234 1.24 10256 1.23 9293 1.07 
Ernakulam 3054 1-44 3 8 5 3 1.13 3374 1.15 
Trichur ' 67% 1.65 1274 1.61 1246 1.86 
Paighat 506 2.47 454 1.55 369 1.53 
Kozbikoda 204 2.65 472 1.52 336 1.76 
I1 Canannore 1.57 128 1.25 90 1.51 
-----------------------------"-------m.I------"----m----"-------------------- 
29327 Total 1.92 37554 1.42 35311 1.47 
--CCltl-----------'--------""-*---------------------------------------------- 
Source: Coir Board, Remart of the Survey of Coir S~indlen, Ernahlam, 1957. 
Coir Board, Survey ~ e p - ~ r ~ ~ . ~ n . - ~ g $ g  .& Industry, ~ o c h i n ,  1968 
The formatfon of the United Front Government in 1967 and the 
active entry of CTTW i n t o  the coir  industry marked a new stage in 
the struggles in the coir spinning sector.au The Minimum Wages 
Committee sf 1972 found that the wages prevalent in 1991 were 10 
t o  125 per zent above the notified minimum wager .Ba  In fact, the 
new wage rates fixed by the Committee were only a reyularirrat4on 
of the actugl gains won by the workers through their  own 
~truggles. Thts, the period from aid-aixties proved t o  be one of 
rapid wag9 escalatfoa in the coir spinning sector. (Seb Table 
* 10). The m5nimum wages fixed in 1954 had been modified and 
renotified in 1956 as per the recommendations o f  the Coir 
Advisory Committee. ?he increase in m i n i m u m  wages ' between 1956 
and 1964 war'only 12 to 25 per cent for various itema of work, 
these remained largely .unimplemente& and the actual wayem 
received by th9 workefs ~emained more or less at same level as in 
the early ' f i f t i e s ,  However, we find that basic'waga ratser fixed 
in 1972 had increased by 100 per cent above those  of 1964. 
Further, it was notified that >:he workers were .to be e n t i t l e d  to 
a flat rate DA of Rs. 0.79 per day. T h i s  DA was linked to the 
* 
cost of living index w i t h  the  provision of 3 pa i se  fo r  every 5 
po in t  increase in t h e  index. 
Table 10 
-- 
M i n i m ~  Pages in Coir Spinning Sector 1956-1971 C R S )  
It ems 
1 
Counting of raw husks (Per 1000) 0.37 
Counting of retted husks " 3 0.50 
Putting husks into the  g t t s '  " 1 1 .75  
Taking out husks from the. pit " 1 1.75  
Beating the  fully retted husks ( " 1 1.12 
Cleaning with willowing machine ( 100 husks) 0. 44 
Cleaning manually 9 . 5 7  
Spinning: ~njengo yarn 13-14 score, 2807 m runnagel 2.50 
[the workloads for each type af yarn was 
different] 
Band spinning: Beypore per kg. 
Quilandy per kg. 
Thirur Choodi per kg. 
- - -  
Source: Notification No.LVI - 13770/55 d t .  19.1.1956 
Motif ication No.S2612/1+2/63/HLD d t  . 24.9.1964 
lo t  i f  ication %a. 15907/A1/71/CSWD dt  . 22.12.1971 
Vigorous trade union actinns for the first time fnrced t h e  
employers' to implement the notified wages especially in 
Trivandrum and Parur areas. The government attempted to provide 
the r.etted husks at fair prices by notifying the ceiling prices 
for husks in each region. Though orders to this effect had been 
gassed in 1969, the husk merchants had it sguashed through legal 
courts. In the new situation, t h e  trade unions through popular 
interventions t r i e d  to prevent black marketeering and forced the 
retters to sell the husk at notified prices; Trade union 
pressure was a l s o  instrumental in forcing the  government to open 
fair price depots to purchase t:li. yarn groducet after paying the 
minimum wages . % 7  ' *  
. . 
Paradoxically it would .appear from Table 9 that there 
oecursd a reversal of the fragmentation process euring this phase 
oi intensification of  the trade union struggle. The average ratt 
per unit in Trivandrum, Quilon and Triehur dis tr i c t s  rose 
significantly between 1962 and 1965. Kottayam d i s t r i c t ,  once 
again, is the only  major exceptiod. Was there really such a 
tendency i n  operation during the mid sixties*at least in certain 
\ 
pockets? If so' what factors were responsible for it? 
.. . 
The New Defibreing Teehnoloey and its ImDact 
. . . 
Our hypothesis is that the new phenomenon was related t o  the 
introductiok and spread of the  mechanical' technology for 
aefibrbing.  he' defibreing machine was a ~ i m g l e  mechanical 
~ohtrlvmce developed indigensously and fabricated by 
enterprising country smiths. Initially it was anly a larger and 
modified version o f  the willowing machines, The defibxoing 
machine cons'isted bf a fast revolving pail-barbed drum to which 
husks were fed through two closely pressed ro.llers, The nails on 
the drua shredsd the husk in to   fibre^. . Each m i l l '  needed' around 
'20 female -workers to peal the husks, 10 male workers to run the 
nachiaery knd another 20 female workexs to remove the pith from 
tho'fibre. . X mill on an 8 hour shift could defibre around 8000 
husks which normally4 would have needed 'around 100 manual workera. 
In 1955, there E-risted only 6 such defibreing machines. But 
from the mid sixties zs t h e  trade union militancy gained momentum 
the number of such mills began to rapidly increase. A 
technological innovation introduced in the defibreing mills at 
the  end af 'sixties further decreased the labour requirement and 
resulted in significant cost reduction. The new machine 
consisted of a long shaft to which a number of beater arms are 
attached and is enclosed in a metal case of iron rods that acted 
as the sifter. The shaft is r o t a t e d  at high speed and husks are 
fed from one end. The pith fall through the case while the  
cleaned fibre comes out through the other end.  he new 
technology not only saved t h e  bottleneck of manually sifting the 
fibre but a l so  saved on the cost of space for sifting and drying 
the fibre. By 1973 it was estimated that there were around 400 
machines in operation in KeralaVaa 
The i n i t i a l  cost reduction effected by the machinery was not 
very substantial.89 Moredver the machine extraction also 
resuzted in the deterioration of the quality of the fibre. f t s  
value lay more in reducing the labour requirements in the 
spinning establishments. The mills were s e t  up by the larger 
producers themselves or by other rural  entrepreneurs who defibred 
the husks for t h e  spinning aatablishments on a contract basis. 
Thus the mills enabled the spinning establishments to do away 
with defibreing workers who constituted around 30 per cent of 
their workforce. And this section of the workers with higher 
incidence of the hired labour and most often working out s ide  the 
homesteads of the entrepreneurs by the  p i t s  or backwater sides 
wore the backbone of Che trade union movement. The larger 
, L 
estab1ishme1.t~ could now incrs ie their ratts .rithout the danger 
of ballooning the number of workers. 
. C '  
That this reversal of the trend towards larger 
establishients is no statistical illusion of averages i s  proved 
conclusively by the data ws have filtered from the village 
registers of spindles that we have been able to salvage for the 
Trivandrum District. (See table  113. It is found t h a t  a process 
of differentiation among the producers had set  in: The share of 1 
ratt units increased I+7 percentage points]; the middle sized (2- 
5) ratt units declSned (-31.05 percentage points)  and the large. 
,sized units increased (+3 .82  per centage parts ) .  The large 6+ 
Table 11 , 
The Rat t Sixe Uise Distribution of Spinninu Establishments 
in Trivandrum District 
--IC11--1-3-----_"l__----------~-~----**~-----------------------------------"- 
Ratt s ize  class , I955 1965 
Flo. of Establish- Wa.of P2tts h . o f  Establish- 8cr.of Rattr 
nents rnents 
1 a .  3 4 5 6 7 a 9 
l--_-_---ll-l---------------------I----------- 
1 I019 I33.10) 1019 (13.32) 1018 (40.34) 1018 (14.70) 
2 991 (32.19) 1982 (25.90) 610 (24.18) . 1220 (17.62) 
3 - 5 884 (28.71) NA 648 (25.681 2369 (34.21) 
6 - 10 164 '( 5.32) NA 204 (8.09) 1506 (21.75) 
lot 20 ( 0.64) MA 43 (1.70) 811 (11.71) 
Total 3078 (PO0.00) 7650 (100 .O) 2523 (1bq.O) 6934 (100.00) 
11---_-3-dCI-------__---------LI------------------------------------------------ 
Sourcl: Report of the Census of Coir Spindles, 1957 and Repisterr of Coir 
Spindles 1965, Coir Board. 
. I 
,Hot=: Total. Aurqber of coir establishients and rattat in Trivandrua District 
i n  3965 were 2998 AND 7944 respectively. 
* class emerged as the economically decisive group in Trivandrum 
District emgloying_32 -per cent of the,ratta in existence. In our 
field enquiry we'came across an employer who in 1970 engaged a 
tbtal oE'mC8 ratts. in his different yards. 
The Regulationr and the D e c l i n ~  of -tarae Scale Vnits 
However, such large eatab&ishaents 'have today disappeared 
from the scene. The present trend is once again towards petty 
production. This trend 5s related to the ban on dafibreing 
mills. The large ,scale displacement of workers created 
widespread rural unrest in the coir belt,=* It #a+. estimated by 
tha Planning Board that the complete rnschanisation of deFibreing 
would displace 81,562 out of the 1 , l a ,  000 manual workers engagea 
in fibre production.el Violent mobs in some instance8 -broke 'up 
the machinery and threw them into the backwaters. This struggle 
against defibreing mills reached its zenith in 1972- Cases of 
smrvation death among the unemployed hunk b-eataws were reported. 
Thousands of workers were arrested, hudreas of volunteers were 
tortured and one worker was killed in the police firing. I . ~  
September 1973, government was forced to. ban the husk besting 
. . 
machines from operating in the Southern Districts. 
The ban on mechanical defibreing meant a marsive 
reemployment of manual workers to extract fibre by khe larger 
establishments. The situation was aggravated by the chaot'ic 
conditions in the husk market. A virtual dual pricing system 
came into  being: .The retted kusks at controlled prices were made 
available to the co-operative sector, while the private emglopurs 
had to rely on blackmarkets where the rul ing pricer were often 
dwble  t5e corltrolled prieers. This  s i tuat ion made the profitable 
runni1.g of a private estabIishnent aftar paying the minimum wages 
:atpossible (See Table 12). 'It A's seen that even i f t e r :  paying 
afound 22 per cent I.sms"than'- the statu,torp a i n ~ t m  waq(&&;.:the 
. .  .. '...,., 
. , 
--- - ... 
-. 
. . . -.-. -.  
production costs in the large private  establishments in the  
Anjengo area were higher thanbthe co-operative sector due to the 
'high bleckfiarket prices of husks. This difference was largely 
made up through fnrther p e t t y  thievings from the wages of the 
workers. However, these  practices were difficult in the  larger 
e~tablishne~ts where t h e  strength of the union was greater. The 
resu l t  has  been a significant decline in the number of larger 
establishments. In 1955, there were around 900 to 1000 
establishments employing more than 20 workers. According to the 
estimate- made by IAMR in 1976 excluding,the coir co-~gerativcs, 
the .total number of coir establishments w i t h  more than 20 workers 
was-only around 5 5 0 . B 2  
Table 12 
Cost of Production of ~ n j e n ~ o  Yarn in the Co-operative 
and Private Sector 1976 
----C----B"---l------I----------------------------------------------*-------------- 
CVCS'Ltd.No.46 CVCS Ltd.No.286 CVCS SA Bro Sali  
(95  Kg) 190 Kg) Ltd. thers Anjengo 
I90 Kg1161 Kaniya-(90 Kg) 
I90 Kg) puram 
--1-----1-11---3---_1---------11-1--1-----~------------------------------h~-------------- 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
-----11--*--CI--------ll---------------&----------------------------kd------------- 
Cost of green husk 72 .QO 72.00 72.00 126.00 128.00 
(24.4) (25.8)  (26.7) (42.9)  (44.73 
Retting charges ugto 34.70 
the beating yard (11.8) 
Labour charges, 
Production cost per 294+84 279.12 270.15 293.50 286.50 
,. qu'intal (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) 
---l--------------l-----k--d-h--d----~--L~." -_---.  
Source: Coir Board 
Our recent field visits also ind ica te  that the  gutting out 
arrangements in the ratt spun yarn sector have become more 
widespread. Such arrangements are dominant in villages that 
utilise a substantial quantity of fibre brought from Malabar and, 
during the past few years,  f ror  ramil Nadu for spinning yarn. 'It 
is the merchants who undertake the transportation and 
distribution of fibre to the spinning households. Even some of 
the  reputed export houses have begun to import cheap fibre from 
Tamil ~ a d u  for supplying their capt ive  spinning units. 6 3 
The Persistence a£ the P e t t y  Production Structure 
Now we are in a better position to clarify why despite the 
significant economies of scale enjoyed by the larger units, the 
process of differentiation among the  producers has been'lhwarted, 
The available data do not  reveal any s i z e  related trend. in the 
productivity differences between the establishments. If it all 
it does, it is that the productivity per worker is lower in the 
larger establishments. (See Table 13). This was despite the 
much higher number of working d ~ y s  for the larger units.64 
Table 13 
Output per Worker and per Rupee of Equipment in Various Size Classes of 
Spinning Establishnentn 
-----C---IIC-------------d-*------------h-------m*--------------"F--------------- 
Size class Output per worker (Rsl Output per rupee of equipment IBsl 
(No. of wor kern) Trivandrum' Quilon Alleppy Trivandrum Quilon Alleppy 
-*---------------------------*--*&-------dm------------w-"------"--------b-q----- 
1 .2 3 4 5 6 7 
-------------IC---U------I--------------------------------------------------------- 
2 - 4 1283.04 16.16 - - 
5 - 9 977.19 1312.32 962.14 22.16 28.95 21.83 
10 -14 960.38 1309.25 952.38 18.49 24.13 23.40 
X5 -19 1001.00 1155.24 977.36 22.62 27.33 18.83 
20 -49 1035.87 1182.05 858.83 22.21 31.80 25.88 
50+ 817.47 630.88 310.99 22.96 22.30. 12.79 
-l-l--c------l--'-------------1111-----------------"--------------------------------- 
Source : IAHR, Sect oral Studies-Employment Study of Coir Industry, (Mime01 , New 
Delhi, 1979.  
Mote: 1) The data for 2-4 size class for Q~ilon and Alleppy I3istrict.s are 
excluded because they contain a n y b e r  of handspinning units also which 
, vitiate the result'. 
2) Tt in not clear , i f  .the 'spuipaents' fncfudes means 6f %ran-t.. 
It should be noted that with regards to t h e  production 
conditions proper, the largbr establishms, .ts  were only a 
duplication of the  smaller units on a larger scale.  The only 
difference lay in a limited increase in the division oE labour 
[which, i n  fact, often proved to be liability because such minor 
jobs were often carried out by t h e  workers as a part of their 
main a c t i v i t y  in the smaller establishments] and the motorised 
cleaning machines owned by some of the larger establishments. 
The pr~fitability of these machines depended upon the sewvice 
charges received from other producers. Often in slack season, 
the self-employed workers in the smaller establishments preferred 
to'do the cleaning manually by themselves. 
Not, only was there no significant increase in the 
producti'vity with increase in' the size of the establishments, but 
they also had to incur additional expenditure on labour charges. 
Workerr being better organised in the larger establishments, the 
larger establishments were often forced to provide better working 
conditions such as drinking water facilities, shade from sun, 
urinals etc .  The wage rateb and other benefits like annual bonus 
were also higher in the  larger establishments. Further, in the 
llrger eiitablishments it wan more difficult to undsrtake'getty 
'thievings' from t h e  piece rates of the workeks like concealed 
i n c r s a s e ' h  t h e  rumage or scorage of yatn and increase the 
wbrk~oad in the husk beatirrg. This tends to widen the real 
dfffizxencea i-n. the wage rates (See Table 2 4 ) .  
T b s e  diseconomies can be avoided and the marketing 
. . .  
econci'ilr5es;' - t h a t  ' w e  diecussbtl earlier, can be availed o f  by 
remaining a mere trader. In short, given the rnarkbting and 
production conditions trade a c t i v i t y  has a premium. Capital can 
remain in the trading sphewc leaving production to the petty 
producers from whom the whole surplus ,  some times even the 
necessary labour, can be squeezed out through manipulations in 
the market. Petty production n ~ t  only survives but a l s o  tends to 
g e t  accentuated. 
Table 14 
Nominal and Real Wage rates in ~adakkaqoor Village - 1938 (its) 
Ratt size Husk beating S ~ i n n i n q  Rotatinn Bundling Boaus given t o  
class (Per '001 {per ~andy) adult workers 
Nominal Real Womiarl Real Nominal 
- -- - - - - - - . . - - - - - - . - 
Source: Same as far  Table 16 
SECTION IV 
THE TRADING CAPITAL 
The merchants, who through various direct and indirect means 
controlled t h e  fate of the s e l f  employed and t h e  wage workers in 
the petty u n i t s ,  have been a recurrent theme of our discussions 
in the last two sectfons. We shal.1 now take a closer look at 
their nature, composition, end operations. They are not a 
homogeneous group or even a single chain of hierarchical 
interests. Various strata w i t h  c~nfl~cting as wall as 
-: i@at:iity interests can be idenSLfied who may be diw$+Isd b t o  c o i  - .  . ,."% 
the raw m-~.t . t ted husk dealer@ (bl the 
village and wholesale bazzar dealers of  coir yarn and ( c )  . the 
. . 
=porters of coir yarn. 
The Husk. Merchants 
. , 
.- 
The husk merchants have been the  most controversial trading 
group. -Though most of them are men of relatively smaller money 
. reso ices  when compared t o  the exporters or even wholesale yarn 
-dealers, because of their  proximity to the.producerr, their sharp 
gretices have drawn greater 'gopular attention and revulsion. 
The retted husks market is' controlled by a group o f  Largo- 
- 
. . - . - 
c a J e  -. commercial rettorn. :-There i s  no precise infomation 
.regarding the degree of monopoly in the market. ,The data we 
- .  
gw,sent in Table 15 is an underestimate of the monopolistic power 
wielded G J  the large scale' rettsrs, The Coir Board Survey' Report 
from which above data is - taken itself has admitted that "the . 
retters while furnishing the information were motivated by fear 
and prejudicesw and therefore the data collected .was "an 
-Gdekestimation."6~ Further, there are reasona t o  believe that 
some of the larger retters like the "one particular retter in 
. - 
. -  
." 
Ii&tbry areaw' rho retred "more huaks than the entire husk. rctted 
. , 
- . 
by a l l  *other retters of (the) crea together* were nof included as 
"the" nsce&aary information could not be collectsdw.~~ 
Table 15 
S i z e  Distribution of ~ettdrs for Various Coir Strata 1962-63 
- - - - - - - . - . - - - . . 
Number of rettsra Nunnsr of husks retted 
in percenteges in percentages 
Strata Small Mediun Large Total Small Medium Large Total 
rzttets wetters retters retters retters retterr 
1. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
- - - 3 - l - l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - L - I - C - - - - b - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Anjengo 35.97 46 .51  37.52 100 1.27 20.54 78.20 100 
Mangadan 51.29 38.32 l'0,39 100 2.48 29.76 67.76 100 
Ash t drnudy 18.82 51.47 19.71 100 I. 37 34.91 '63.70 300 
Alapadan 90.30 9 .25  0.45 100 25-63 52.73 21-64 100 
Aratory 86.41 11,05 2-54 100 9.25 19-77 70.99 100 
Vycoae 93 .32  4.67 2 -91  100 21.59 13.28 65 .13  100 
Parur 29.26 47.44 23-30 100 1.17 17.11 81.72 100 
Halabar area 14.72 57.25 28.03 100 0.73 20.73 78.55 100 
Muppiri 29.61 50.915 19.49 , 100 .1.33 27.73 70.94 100 
Other rgindle 
spinning areas 96 ,I5 3 .12  0.73 100 83.84 13 .25  42 .91  500 
Other retting 
areas 28.47 50.84 20.69 100 1.16 25.79 73.05 100 
-------c-----------L----------------------------------------*---------------------- 
Total for a l l  63.18 26.56 10.26 100 3.72 22.38 73-90.  100 
areaL 
[Source: Coir Board, Survey Reports on Coir Industry, Brnakulatn, 19681 
Note: Range of husk turnover Average turnover Humber of Rette'rs 
Small retters less than 500 1600 15031 
Hediua rotters 5001 - 50,000 22500 6319. 
Large xetterp more than 50,090 192000 2441 
Despite the  limitations of the data it is seen that the 
large retters numbering 10 per cent controlled nearly 75 per cent 
bf the retted hunks, There had deen an under estimation of the 
huaks retted in the state at l eas t  by around 50 per cent in the 
census of retters. It i s  l i k e l y  that far'greater share of the 
underestimation is accounted for by tbe large retters than the 
smaller ones. If one adjusts for the. underestimation of husks 
retted, the c o n t s ~ l  of the large retters would be an high a8 90 
to 95 per cent of the retted husk market! 
The small and medium Letters are groducers ' of yarn 
themselves. They got their supplies of raw husk from the  gardens 
in the localYty itself or from t h e  copra merchants in the area. 
Some of them' made purchases from the raw husk dealers also (See 
*able 4 ) :  Some of the medium retters might have been local 
landowners who grefered t o  rett t h e i r  own husks. However, .the 
:small and medium retters in the handsginning areas .were largely 
smaller middlemen, who supplied the wetted husk t o  the domestic 
work'ers. Tt is seen that ,99,5 per cent of t h e  retters in the 
Alappadan hand spun stratum were small and medium retters and 
they controlled nearly 80'ger cent of the husks. 
' The large retters', especially in the Malabar area, were 
mostly copra merchants. Husks were a byprodht  o f  their coconut 
business. They defibred the husks in the ir  own yards or through 
middlemen. Only less than 5 per cent of t h e  retted husks in 
Malabar were sold to the producers by the  merchant^.^' 28 per 
cent of the retters i n  Malabar region were large retters who 
controlled 80  per cent of the husks. 
On t h e  other hand, the large retters in Travancbre-Cochin 
region undertook retting business in order to sell the retted 
husks t o  the yarn producers. Host of their  husk requirements 
w'ere purchased froa the larger coconut landholders in the region 
or from copra merchant; in the midlands. They advanced- money to 
agents who contacted the copra merchants in the hinterlands or 
wholesale raw husk dealers. 
The w~olesale raw husk dea-ers were conce~lcrated in raw husk 
trading centres situated at transport vantage po in t s  l i k e  
junctions of water ways. The husks were transported to these 
collection points by primary husk collectors dealing d i r e c t l y  
with owners of coconut lands ox smaller copra merchants in the 
hinterlands - ' a  difficult but lucarative businessU.68 Most of 
the primary husk collectors undertook it as a suhqidiarp 
occupation. The collection n e t  work had evolved over time and 
was a highly informal one. But the pivotal role it played in the 
smooth runn ing  of the industry cannot be under estimated. 
Coconut is a ubiquitous commodity grown by small holqera spread 
across the coastal and mid lands of Kerala. On the  other hand, 
rettinp and spinning activity is concentrated along backwaters of 
the  coastal taluks. Around 70 per cent of the coir yarn 
production t3kes  glace in the coastal taluks 05 Trivandrurn, 
Quilon and Alleppy districts. But these taluks account for less 
than a quarter of the coconut production in the s t a t e .  Thus 
large quantity of husks have to be collected and transported t o  
the retting areas from far  flung coconut growing hinterlands. 
But it may be noted that  the intermediaries and dealers in 
raw husks had r e l a t i v e l y  very much lower bargaining power than 
the retters because of the perishable nature of the commodity. 
Raw husks have to be steeped in water as quickly as possible and 
dr ied  husk have only fuel value. There was significant vertical 
integration between the raw husk and retted husk markets, the 
c l a s s i c  example being copra merchants of Malabar. Further, in 
mast cases, except for the larger raw husk dealers in the major 
husk collection centresv such as Kayamkulam, the raw husk 
intermediaries were mere agents of the retted husk dealers .  
., Becausn - of the rnonogoli~tic power enjoyed by the large 
retters whenever coir prices rose, they were able tq hike up the 
prices of retted husks. "so t h a t  the  additional gain from the 
higher prices- (could not) be retained by the producer or be 
s h r e d  by the labourer hut (was) immediately transferred to t h e  
retted husk dealer"." The manipulations of the retted husk 
dealers were responsible for the ineffectiveness of the 3954 and 
1964 minimum wage legislations in the industry. The Coir 
Adviqory Committee, which enquired into the sidespread lock outs 
and industrial unrest following the introduction of the first 
minimum wage legislation, found that the husk prices had to be 
regulated if reasonable earnings had to be ensured to the 
workers. The - immediate impact of the introduction of minimum 
wages was a general fall in husk prices. "But meanwhile durJng 
r 
the transitional stage a number-of small producers who could not  
gat,husks at remunerative prices were obliged to stop business. 
The resulting unemployment and dislocation of production 
(leading) to the appointment of (Advisory) Committee to review 
t h e  situation*70 aroused expectations of revision of minimum 
wages.. '"This l e d  to a recovery of husk prices and competitive 
bqying especially when.the prices of coir began to rise"'1 This 
situation by snd large contknued till mid-'sixties, wheh the 
trade union novernent began to gain momentum in the spinning 
sector and regulation of the husk market became a major issue of 
industrial p o l i c y .  
The Regulated Husk h r k e t  Regime. 
During the- years :973 to 1975 the government of India and 
Kerala issued nearly a dozen orders and notifications to regulate 
the operations of the husk dealers and to make available husks at 
fa i r  price*: to the pza&d~ezs.-~ Ke shal l  not go into the 
chronology of these orders or notifications but only sununarise 
the majar regulation8 that were sought to B e  +implemented tfirough 
them. Xe shall also discuss the modification af these 
regulations during the subsequent years, 
The most important measure was the f.Zxation of the ceiling 
* 
prices For raw and retted husks in the various coir yarn regiona 
in September 1973. The prices so fixed ranged from Rs.40 in 
southern districts of Trivandrum and. Quilon t o . R s -  25 in the 
noxtbern'district,ts of Calicut and Cannanore. A margin of .Ra. 30 
to Rs. 25 ie. 50 to 80 per cent wae aXlowad for the rstted.huskd. 
The ceiling prices were. to be periodically revised. .It' i a t  
obligatory for every person, dealer or producer no$ t o  gtilcha6i 
or sell or offer to sell hr k at pr;i'ces higher thari those 
.-. 
specified. n L -  
Secondly, a l l  the dealers af husk and rettsks were to take 
licence under the Coconut Husk Control. Order. Every licerise 
holder was to file a monthly'zeturn of h i s ' s t o c k  and transactioiis 
t o  the licensing officer.  
. . Thirdly, the movement of coconut husks from one 'lacalTtp to 
the other was regulated through the is~ue ef permits. The export 
o f  fibre and husk to outside the state was banned. This was 
specifically meant to curb the nroveraent o€ ,husks to Kariyarkmwf 
md fibre t o  Salem in Tamil Addxi. 
Fourthly,  a machinery r the  imgle !entat ion  of the 
regulations was sought to be created through strengthening and 
modifying the C o i r  De3clopment Scheme that was being 
operationalised as -a p a r t  of the fifth Five Year Plan Programme. 
Acqarding to this scheme the coir producing areas in the state 
were grouped under 9 projects, each under a project officer. The 
special officer in charge of t h e  whole scheme was appointed as 
t h e  Licensing Officer and the project officers as inspectors. 
The Licensing Officer and h i s  subordinates n o t  below the rank of 
a District Industries Officer were empowered to enforce the 
provisions of the  Husk Con t ro l  Order by seeking information, 
asking for the production of re lated books or documents and 
inspecting them, stopping and searching any vehicle or vessel 
suspected to contravene the provisions of the order, entering and 
searching any prernisas and even seizing related articles if there 
y' 
w a s  reason to beli2ve that contravention of the provisions of the 
order might be committed. Advisory Committees of non officials 
at s t a t e  and project levels were a l so  c~nstituted to assist and 
advise the authorities. 
Due to the ubigujtaus nature of the commodity and the 
'informal market network of husk collection that  was grevelant, 
numerous problem cropped up during the  implementation of the 
regulations often rendering the  latter ineffective.?= The 
.machinery drawn up for the  gurposE was t o t a l y  inadequate for the 
task. Even the applications f o r  licensing or monthly returns 
could n o t  be processed let alone policing the  retting or movement 
of husks. Given the ineffectiveness of the machinery, trade 
unions often took the i n i t i a t i v e  to implement the regulations. 
But ultimately it only added t-, the uncertaintf and arbitariness 
in the market. Further, even at a conceptual level the 
regulations were flawed. There was no attempt t o  create an 
alternative machinery for the collhction and disposal of husks in 
t h e  glace of the traditional marketing channels that the 
regulations would have certainly disrupted. There was an element 
. " 
of  adhocisrn in the way orders were issued, reissued and then 
modified adding to the confusion in the market. 
The regulations could not  have been introduced at a lams 
opportune time than in 1973. It was j u s t  two months before the 
first Husk Control Order in September 1973 the husk defibreing 
mills were banned in the southern 4istricts- The ban had given 
rise to temporary Efbra shortage in the industry due to the , 
dislocation of the fibre production and scarcity o f  ratted husks 
of quality suitable for manual defibreing. In this background 
- + I  
t 
. - 
the- imposition of tccz =ecy c~ntro l s  without effective 
'implementation and the frequent revisions in the regulations 
contributed to an atmosphere of uncertainty, fear and inac t ion ,  
supply of husks to the rstting fields declined. The shortage of 
fibre accentuated and there was marked decline in the productjon 
. .  . 
-:.:.! 
ehversely affecting even the  exports. The government responded 
with new. restrictions on the  movement o f  fibre to outside the 
state. However, the situatibn continued to deteriorate further 
Yto  a state  of withdrawal on the part of law abiding retters on 
the one ha& and a iloiriahing black market in husks fostered by 
iuch elements who were prepared to veer round the  law and,nalre 
. . t .  
large prof its in clandeitine operaf lons. " 7 4  The m e t i q n  of 
. . .  
. . 
. , 
yarn fell considerably, prices soared and even the weaving sector 
was adverarly affected. 
In ordfr to dfffure the cr4qis, the goveminent relaxed the 
regulatory measures.. T h e  husk movement permits wer.e issue4 
. . 
liberally to private retters so long as they muppliad a part of 
. - 
. . . 
it t o  the cooperative sector at the notified prices. The rest of 
I < 
the 'husks were permitted to he sold i n  the open market without 
any restriction. Some Bi the regulations such.as.husk and fibre 
export control order notified under Defence of India Rules during 
the period of Xnternal Emergency were allowed t o  lapse. There + 
warn no attempt to strengthen the implementation machinery or draw 
up an alternative marketing organisation. The defaeto dual pr.ice 
syattm enabled the cooperatives to procure a l imi ted  amount of 
humk at fair prices but left the unorganfsea private sector to 
the mercy of speculators, particularly in the southern three 
districts o f  the state. As can be m e n  from table  16 the 
differential between the two prices that wan below 50 per cent in 
1977 has tended t o  widen over t~me. 
Table 16 
JRs for 1000 husks1 
p-I--C---------------l-C-------------------------"--------*--------- 
January '1977 ' January 1978 January 1990 
Notified Open Notified Open kotified Open 
-l-------------------------------------------M---m-----"-------- 
1 .  2 3 4 5 - 6' 7 
................................................................. 
~hireyinkil 68 . 98 72 148 155 375 
Quilon 68 105 68 150 152  375 
A ~ ~ P R Y  62 7 8 ,  65  108 125 MA 
Vaikorn 60 60 60 60 125  225 
N .-Parur 42 60 52 NA 125 255 
Trizrhur 42 60 53 . 125 155 
Ponnani 52 90 55 85 115 145 
Calicut 52 9p 55 85 115 200 
Cannanore 45 . 108 . 45 108 110 140 
................................................................ 
[Source: Report of t h ~  Eigh Level Study Team on Coir Induptry, 
{Himeo), Planning Commission, New Delhi, 1978, dnd 
inf -at% on supplied by C o i r  Workers centre] 
1 
A f t e r  examining the s i tuat  Jn tho  High L re1 Study ' ~ e a m  of 
the Planning cbmrniasion ' recommended that "the movement control of 
husk in Rerala must be removed so that  the market forces move 
husk ta lha  areas - of demand more quickly and effi~iently".~~ 
They were i r i  favour of a l evy  system only if a dual price policy 
in favour of the cooperatives was legaly sustainable. In effect 
they were arguing f o r  the for~alisation of the existing defacto 
" .  
arrangements and for removing the arbitariness involved in the 
project officers fixing the .quota for 'the 'cooperatives from the 
permit "holders, . After prolonged hesi tat ion finally in 1980 
notification was issued introducing a single point levy system to 
I 
'colLect  30 per cent of the husk from the retters.76 
. . 
< < 
Even the new levy system failed to improve the husk 
procurement. After LA i n i t i a l  year of success in 1985-86 when 
nearly r k l i l ~ i o ~  --,,-- 7 -.-- 
--.- ,,Y-.UreC, the husk procurement 
dramaticaly 6eclined to 13 mil l ion  husks, The new regulation 
f a i l ed  to reckon with an important structural change that had 
occurred in the husk market.  The monogoLibtic commercial rettsrs 
. - . -  
had By and large withdrawn from buisness after the introduction 
of the regulations. .The husk rettlng, particularly. i n  the 
southern dlstrfcts, was increasingly being undertaken by the yarn 
producers themselves. The single point levy from the rettars 
hastened the withdrawal of commercial retteta, often, in to  the 
raw husk market which was being deregulated. In practice it was 
difficult to collect the levy from the  numerous smal1,retters and 
. * 
levy collection was physically opposed by the latter. 
5 3' 
Therefc~e ,  in April 1,988 p?t another' modsf ication was made. 
According to.thc new three p o i n t  levy system copra merchants, raw 
husk dealers  and husk retters are required to sell not .less than 
30 per cent of the husk handled by them to the agencies 
authorised by the government at the notified prices," Uniform 
levy rate is fixed at a l l  the three points in order to prevent 
the evasion-of the levy obligations, If it is proved that Levy 
has already been pafd at one point the subsequent transactions on 
t h e  same husk are exempted from the levy. 
It is too early to evaluate the three point levy system. 
Even though it seems to have resulted in significant improvement 
of- husk procdrement, the supply has continued to be much lower 
.than - t h e  husk requirement of t h e  ~ooperative system. The 
differential between notified and open market prices Rave tended 
to-widen. . E t r a l  though husk movement controls are no more legally 
operative, some sort of movement regulation is inevitable if the 
levp obligations are to be enforced. Another problem that has 
been becoming sharply evident in recent times is the increasing 
demand for husk as a fuel material due to escalation of firewood 
The notified prices are lawar than the price of dry 
husk for f,uel. The result ie a significant diversion of husks 
either as fuel or to brown fibre fndustry, particularly in the 
Northern Kerala where the- d i f ferent ia l  between notified and open 
market prices is relatively lower. 
. - 
- . Meanwhile the large scale colnrnezeial . rettera have slowly 
disappeared Sram the business - ncsne. The speculative elements 
have shifted to the raw husk market.' It has become an arena for 
small time ,ast  opera tors  who e ldertake  to transport the,husks to 
retting sites completely avoiding the levy or only paying a small 
I '  
proportion of t h e  l ega l  obligatiop. 
The Coir Yarn Exgorters 
Significant changes have occurred ib the functioning of the 
coir yarn market also.. But these  changes haye beeh far less 
dramatic than those in the husk market.- , . ,  
Before independence the  yarn market was controlled by"haXX a 
dozen exporters of coir yarn who were also' i'mportaht 
manufacturers of coir products. These European trading firms who 
owned the baling presses and had better market contacts in Europe 
monopolised the exports of coir yarn. But fo r  an Indian firm alf 
the o t i ~ e r  five leading exporters were European firms. TikL the 
~ e ~ r e s s i & n  these  firms consijned t h e i r  exports ro London frbh 
where the  coir yarn was exported to t h e  other European countrles. 
From the ' th i r t i e s  the direc t  exports to other  European,countfkeQ 
began to assume importance., 
The 1-ndian entry into the yarn export market began only in 
the post independence period. Some of thern.were able to acquire 
second hand cotton baling presses and began tn offer competition 
4 ' 
to the Europeans. The established exporters through their trade 
association, C o i r  Yarn Balers Association, attempted to keep out 
the competitors. The , ~ s s ~ c $ a t d o n  acted as F cartel of leading 
yarn exporters w i t h  quotas fixed for eac 
. . r r  ' f f xisg 
arrangemsnt~~and qpol contxibutipns. and ge 
the . quota. - ' The cornpetit'i -1 from t.he Zndians increased 
signfficantly with t h e  introduction of standardised wages in 
ba2ing.and rehanking sector i n  1359. The 1ndian shippers by and 
large 'avoided the .payment of standardised rates.   he competition 
between the two sections resultcd in the decentralisation of the 
whole rehankinq a c t i v i t y .  "They engaged their agents'  to put up 
'small fsctories ct d i f f e r e n t  places and entertain new workmen 
quite ignorant of the stanaardised wage rates... As these workmen 
(would) usual ly  he uncrgaaised, even if they (knew) t h e  wages, it 
(might) not be possible f o r  them to raise a dispute for 
~~andardised wage'for fear of u n e m p l ~ y m e n t . ~ ~  The retrenchments 
from .t!&e 7.erger European establishcents had to be spread over 
fongsr peri-oB 02 time and nsacwhi le  the Indian shippers made 
steady hoadwdy into  the m s r k r t s  underquoting the establishkd ' 
shippers - 
Since Lhe rjuropcanv shippers could no. longer deiy baling 
.- 
'services cn Ilirc to the A ~ d i a n w ,  they hiked up the baling charges 
- far  outsffrrs from Ra.20 z bale to Rs.20.0i They tried hard t o  
pressuriss ths Coi r  Buard Co i n t r o d u c e  a quota system for eoir 
yarn exports 5s measure tc curb t h e  practice of price cutting. 
The smaller exporters organised under Kerala Coir Exgorters were 
successful in s ta l l ing  any favourabla move from t h e  Coir Board to 
ttie propcssls of larger a b i p p o r ~ - ~ 2  Meanwhile the negotiations 
far renewal of the cartel irrangelrents among the leading 
exporters broke dowx. 3 Some of them were too anxious to 
increase the?: turn ouer to avail of t r x  credit facil5ty extended 
to coir e5rgcrts anh were sceptical of the success of cartel 
arrangement to ward of k the Indian corgetition. This s i tuat ion 
61 
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resulted in considerable decline in profits of the established 
shippers and many of them slowly withdrew from business.n+ To 
minirnise t h e  undesirable price :ompetition, Coir Board introduced, 
f l o o r  prices and a pre-shipment inspection for coir yarn exports 
from 1967. 
The above process resulted in a decline in the concentration 
in the coir yarn export market. However, in recant t i m e s  the 
market share of some of the Indian shippers have considerably 
increased. A t  the  same t ime,  it should be noted that  the share 
of exports in the t o t a l  production of coir yarn probably declimed 
in the 'seventies. The home market is becoming more important. 
The concentration of trade i n  the Indian market- is significantly 
less than in the  export market .  
Tho Coir Yarn Dealers 
AS a tule the coir yarn exporters d i d  n o t  deal directly w i t h  
the producers or small dealers in the countryside. The efforts 
0 
made at the end OF the 'twenties to bypass the established net 
work of middlemen (probably prompted by the decline in profits 
due to the  Depression) was "'found unremunerative" and given ug.85 
The petty middlemen and t h e i r  traditional methods of 
exploitation were found to be cheaper means of procurement even 
.. 
after their markups and manipulations. 
The lowest in this cliain o f  intermediaries was the vi l lage 
petty dealers .  They carried on their coir business along wjth  
their other occupations such as prpvision stores,.farming .eta.,*s. 
. . 
,. . 
Average business turnover of t-le village petty dealers, was found 
to be around Rs.17,000 and their capital investment around 
Rs.2000 in 1960 .a7  Except in the'Beach Yarn area at Alleppy, 
where the petty dealers  o f t e n  supplied the  yarn to the coir 
weavers direct ly ,  the  village p e t t y  dealers disposed of their 
yarn to larger dealers in the region itself. It was seen t h a t  6 0  
?er cent of the . 'pet ty  dealers disposed of their yarn within a 
radius of one m i l e  and another 24 per cent w i t h i n  the radius of 
1-4 miles.Be 
Many of the village dealers were mere agents of the larger 
dealers who also collected the yarn d irec t ly  from the  larger 
producers and transported them to the warehouses of port bazzar 
dealers. The cornman practice .of disgasal was to take an advance 
at tho time of delivery of yarn at a rate of interest ranging 
from P O  to 15 per cent. The final settlement was made only af ter  
the  bazzar dealer d r i e d ,  graded and made the sale of yarn to the 
exporter, Usually a fixed commission and warehousing chargea 
were deducted from the final payment made to the village dealers., 
Some of the  bazzar dealers,  especially when in need of specific 
grades of yarn or in times of scarce supply situation, also  sent 
out their  agents to tour the districts and purchase yarn from the  
mafussil areas.8g The larger producers directly dealt with the 
bazzar dealers. The bazzar dealers who stocked coir yarn on 
'commission agency basis  or through direct purchases conducted 
considerable s g e c u l a t ~ v e  business. The tendency among the 
I 
shippers since the Depression was to make instantaneous purchases 
from the  bazzar rather than glace forward orders as in the past .  
:The bazzar dealers undertook speculative forward purchases and 
provided hedging facilities to the marketago The profits of the 
bazzar dealers l a  ?n correctly foreseeing the market 
f1uctuailc;is and procuring the yarn from t h e  d i s t r i c t s  at the 
lowest ~rices. The coir 1 ?rn prices reveal  very significant 
market f l~ lc t~kat . ions  which tended to increase markedly during the 
'Fifties and the 'sixties.g1 
The changes in export demand have been the primary cause for 
t h e  fluctuations in the yarn price. But one factor  t h a t  baa 
tended to increase the  fluctuations in price has been the 
speculative trends in the  markets. ~ccording to the Hinirnurn 
Wages Committee: 'The specuulative trends in the.market serve to 
magnify the  effects of a small change in the price of coir yarn 
in foreign ~ a r k e t s . . .  Often,  even when foreigr- market conditions 
continue without change the fact that a leading firm at Alleppy 
or Cochin book more'orders or declined to g i v e  orders, or rai,ses 
or lowers i 3 buying r a t e s  s t i ~ n u l a t e s  or depresses as,  the case 
may be the local markets rather disproportionately to the valum~ 
of transacrions involved. To a certain extent, it i s  therefore 
possible for the leading firms by clever manipulation to depress 
the  prices and buy coir yarn at more favourable rates. A r iae  in . . 
price i n  the foreign m a r k e t s  causes reverse trend which cannot so 
easily be controlled by these firms, Their ability,to control 
the situation depends on t h e  volume of stocks they have piled up 
when the  prices are l o ~ " . ~ z  
Thus even the foreign firms which "uaual ly  Cdid) n o t  make 
. ,. . 
,. > .  
. > 
speculative purchases or sales" increased their Qver bought 
. . -  
A .  
limits if th,= markets appeared very eavourabiz . 
^ X I .  . . .  Usually they 
1 ,  . . 8 8 
functioned within comfortable- overbought limits which provided 
them with a working stock. H ~ ~ i e v e r ,  it was found from experience 
that none of t h e  dealers could ever be fully relied upon making 
operations from an overbought position very riekp.93 
The coir yarn exporters purchased their yarn requirements 
from the bazzar dealers either through brokers ox their purchase 
clerks. Usually the purchases were made 'on terms" with an 
agreed proportion of various grades of yarn in each lot. In such 
cases only advances were gald'on delivery. Final settlement was 
made after  dryfng and grading the yarn. In times of yarn 
scarcity, the exporters were forced to buy in '@lot  weights" on 
' full payment. a t  t h e  time of delivery. In a buying pressure 
situation the exporters often found it difficult to control the 
wholesale,yarn' market. They often had to undertake joint market 
1 
operations to keep the gricr- l0w,~4 Thc wholesale bazzar, 
dealers were vociferous about the purchase practices, grading and 
manipulations of the exporters. On the other hand, t h e  exporters 
'held the middlemen responsible for the plight of the small 
producers and the workers. Further, they often found that they 
could not attract larger supply by offering higher prices for the 
increases went into the  pockets of middlemen "without leading to 
increased wages of spinners, which Cwerel ' necessary for an 
increase in p r ~ d u c t i o a ' ' ~ ~  It may be interesting to note that the 
coir yarn exporters strongly recommended co-operativisation 0 5  
the coir processing sector in order to scuttle the middle men who 
wete too often slipping out of their hold given'the s i tuat ion of 
increa~ed competition among the exporters.. The cois  co- 
operatives in Malabar had groved to be reliable suppliers -of coir 
yarn to the exporters and ngaeared to them to be the model for 
reorganising the industry : 3 6  
The trade unions also argued for cb-operativisation bf the 
spinning sector. However, they claimed that  their "gersp~etivs 
was different 'rrom the proposhls of individuals who view the re- 
organisstion ef the spinning on co-operative basis as a reliable 
medium for their exploitationwgt The coir co-operatives were to 
be t r u l y  autonomous production organisations of small 'producers 
and workers. They were to' be a p a r t  of a larger scheme of 
reorganisation of t h e  industry, the main 'plank of which w a s  the 
nationalisation of exports and large scale manufacture. 
THE CO-OPERATIYE REORGANISATTON OF THE INDUSTRY - 
> 
We have discussed how t h e  middlemen in husk and yarn markets 
were able to expropriate any advantage in coir yarn'pricea 
forcing the earnings of the workers into a ~ermaneht s t a t e  of 
depression below subsistence minimum, We also saw how th@ co- 
operative reorganbation of the spinning was'advocated by varied 
interests from the exporters to trade unions (each Tor their  own 
r,easons) as the  s o l u t i o n  t o  t h e  miserable l i v h g  conditions of  
the small producers and workers. 
A s  early as the late 'twenties a few ceir co-operatives had 
coma up in Malabar with the act ive  'encoaragement from the  
department of co-operakivs~, ~ o v e r m k t  cf  Madras,  he 
Government of Cochin a190 sgonsored'a number of co-o'perativen* 'in 
the ' forties. However, these s - , ~ l y  co-operatit-2 ef f ortn 'remained 
isolated experihents'.-and did  not  have any significant impact on 
the industrial structure. But a new phase in cooperatisation in. 
the induntry opened with formation of United ~ravancore - Cochin 
Government after the independence. 
 revan an core-~ochin Coopera t i r e  Scheme 
in 1950, the Government of Travancore-Co'cbin launched a 
major scheme to ~eorganise the coir yarn spinning on co-operative 
basis. The procurement of husks, the production of coir yarn and 
the marketing of yarn were all sought to be covered by a net  work 
of husk societies, coir yarn primary societies and coir central 
rnarke-ting societies. -The aim of the strategy was "to standardiss 
the quality . of . cokr produce, to discourage adulteration 
prevelant, - .  to attract foreign markets for coir groductrs, to 
, . 
eliminate . .  . ,  the middlemen engaged in the various stages o f  the 
- .  
j.~~~rtry~swallowing up the profits anddto ensure reasonable wages 
+ , ., 
and regular work for the labour- class,"g~ In terms of t h e  number 
. , .  
0% . the  ,c&s-ogerativss, the worker8 ce-operativised and the 
. . 
financial targets achieved, the coir ca-operatives made rapid 
.advance (See Table I T ) . .  
Table 17 
The Pragress of Cair Co-operatives in Kerala 1950-51 t o  1969-70 
-------CC-LC----I------------------------~---------*----------------------------- 
No. of husk societies 
Na. of coir yarn primary societies 
No. of central coir marketing societies 
No. of coir rope, mat and matting and 
f i b r e  socieities 
Total number of members I' 
#embers in the coir yarn primary socieities 
Total cumulative plan expenditure IRs.lakhs) 
Total paid up capital  of societies(Rs,lakhs) 
Total working capital  of societies(Rs,lakhs) 
- _ - - - - _ - - - - - - - - 3 * - - - - - - - - I - - - - - -  
- - 4 25 
3896 24459 94725 #.A, 
3886 23188 89784 N.A. 
0 . 3 9  20.34 118.65 371.3 
0,55 ' 3.57 12.26 N.A. 
0.57 19.71 112.86. N.A. 
(Source: Review of the Working of the Coir Co-o~eratives in Kerala (Mimqo), 
No.CB (Co-op) 1860/61, Coir Board Heet.ing on 20.12.1963 and Kerala 
Economic Review, 1 9 7 0 ) .  
:The urge f o r  popularising the movedent was so great" that 
. 
the government had to sanction organisatian of additionax coir, 
co-operatives over the targets fixed for the F i r s t  'Five Year 
Plan.99 Thus i n  the  First Plan period, while 99.57 per cent of 
the fihanciai target was achieved, the physical achievements 
exceeded tho targets fixed. ??owever, the review of the 
of the coir co-operatives at the end of the decade revealed the 
hoXlowness of the  achievements, Not only ha-d 'they f a i l e d  to 
remove the mid91emen1' and "-msure seasonable wages" to the 
I 
workers but they had also emerged as an important barrier t o  the 
I implementation of the  minimum wage legislations in the industry. 
According to an official note prepared by Joint Direc to r  of 
Industries and Commerce (Cofr), t h e  husk societies were but 
"cartels  of merchants in.+ the locality who joined together to 
exploit the government finances ... If ' in the private sector the 
individual merchants were inclined to lower the prices of husks, 
this has always been resisted by this group of merchants dainq 
C P  
business '5r. the guise of co-operatives. ... These societies 
(were) therefore more a liability on the coir primaries than 
help" Most of the them were "purely ... merchants and 
c a p i t a l i s t  cancern(s). Their aim apparently was to safeguard 
t h e i t '  commercial interests by getting under a common 
organisation, and thereby avoiding mutual competition in the 
field.. . " l o 1  
The state of a f f a i r s  of the  coir yarn primaries waa,no 
better. Coir ~ n ~ u i r y  Comittee of Government of India found that 
their "membership was not limited to workers or small producers 
alone; but there were quite a number of members following other 
,,occupations totally unconnected w i t h  coir yarn production or any 
process accessory to it. It was a l so  noticed that the dealers of 
yarn and r e t t e d  husks have been enrolled as members of 
societies.  *f 0 2  . This statement is substantiated by table 18 
tabulated from the evidence collected by the Comittee. A survey 
by the Bureau of Economic Studies, Kerala Government, also 
revealed that  around 13 per cent of the members had "no relation 
to coir industry' and another 10 per cant were coir  yarn dealers 
and erngloyer~'\~~3 Though a minority in terns of absolute 
numbers they w e r e  the decisive force in running of the co- 
operatives as is clear from the composition of the managing 
committees. 
The wage workers, hand spinners and self employed ratt 
owners constituted a mere 13 per cent of the managing committee 
membership, More than 20 per cent were employers having t w o  or 
i 
-a fatta . It was seen that one of the members in the managing 
committee htd 24 rat t s ,  anothe: owned 14 r a t t s  and y e t  another 5 
owned 5 to 10 ratts.lD4 .The poor representation of workers and 
small producers was n o t  accidental. It was suspected .that the 
societies followed a "deliberate policy of discountenancing the 
entry of worlcers in large nunbers.""~ The resu l t  was that the 
coir yarn primary societ ies  were controlled by larger producers 
who conducted production with  the help of hired wokkers and 
assisted by liberal co-operative f inances .  Most of the  coir yarn 
societies vigorously arg,ued for exemption from minimum wage 
Legislation. 
Table 18 
The Classification of Members of 26 Coir Primary Societies and 
their Manasincr r3mmittees in 1 P - 3  
Primary Percentage Managing Percentage 
Members in the t o t a l  Committee-in ,the total 
members 
-------C3------lll----------------------------------------------- 
1 2 3 ' ir' - 
__--_- " 1_.1-1-1-- - - - -11-- - - -__- I - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Workers 3931 46.2 12 6 . 4  




Producers with 927 10.9 40 21.4 





Coconut growers 389  4 . 6  27 1 4 . 4  
'Other workers, NA NA 43  23.0 
trade unionists and 
other professionals 
O t h e r s  1836 21.5 35 8 . 0  
--_1------------------------------------------------------------- 
8512 100.0 187 100.0 
(Source: G. Paraneswaran PiZlai, Report of the Coir .Enftu%rx 
-. Committea, Delhi,,' 1958J. 
Severe indictment of a n' .iber of enqu5:ry committees and 
pressure from trade unions forced the government to initiate a 
series of measures to reorganise the cooperatives, The most 
important of the reforms was t h e  abolition of husk societies of 
bealeks and growers that were working a t  cross purpose with the 
needi of yarn primary societ ies .  Instead, husk retting unions 
with primary soc ie t ies  as constituents were formed, , The dealers 
. . 
and capitalist enterpreneurs were to be excluded from the 
membership of the primary societies.  Report of the Special 
Officer of Enquiry into  C o i r  Cooperatives has documented in 
detail t h e  widespread corruption fn retting of husk and 
u t i l i s a t i a n  of funds, anarchy in business management, failure t o  
keep groper accounts and registers and so on in almost every 
society that he enquired Into. The cooperative administration 
both a t  the government as well as at the society level were to be 
'revamped in 'order to fnerease che eff ic iency-of  management and 
end the rampant corruption. The central marketing societies were 
to bt'etrengthefied. These formed the basis of-'3rd Five Year Plan 
grogosal~ for t h e  coir industry.lo6 
The Prmuctlon Manaaernent within the Co-ogeratfves. 
There was no uniform policy for the management of production 
within t3e co-operatives . This continued to be the situation 
even after-the reforms in the early 19609, We group them into 
four broad patterns namely, a )  the commission agency system b) 
sage advance system c )  out r ight  sale-purchase system and d )  
direct production spstei. Except for the l a s t  mentioned. 
household continued to be unit production even within the.., 
cooperatives. 
The cormission agency system was the predominant mode of co- 
operative organisation of production during the ' f i f t i e s ,  The 
cooper?+;-;.  FOX^ the  retted husks to the member producers who 
processed them in t h e i r  household units. As we have already 
noted many of t h ~  members were c a p i t a l i s t  entrepreneurs employing 
large number of h i r e d  worke-rs. The yarn produced was sold back 
to the  cooperat ive for an advance at fixed rate. The balance was 
paid to the producer after deducting a co~mmission once the  yarn 
was disposed off by the society. Only the well to do producers 
could take full advantages of co-operative marketing facilities. 
As observed by a Reserve Bank of India team, "...... The well t o  
do producers ind  the middlemen obtained a l l  the  advantages of 
supply of t u s k s  from societies including con:ess ional  price o n .  
occasions. Further sometimes the members brought yarn for> s a l e  
to the society according to convenience, apmetimes in large 
guantities sometimes small, including yarn which they purchased 
from the o t h e r  smaller producers and obtained the  advantages of ' 
an advance from the society on the  secur i ty  of the yarn at 
relatively law rate of interest  ranging from 6 to 8 per cent ;.. 
In most of the scz ie t ies  transactions were confined to a small 
number of members who were obviously large producers, middlemen 
or their relatives and associates. Thus in several  societies all 
the  advantages of large concessional fund given by government 
went to a small group of influential middlemen and producers who 
were enabled to do bus iness  with the help of government funds and 
release their own resources for other purposes."l07 The coir 
/ 
primaries, in their turn, observed no committment to sell to the 
central marketing societies.  Whenever it was found more 
profitable  private dealers were preferred. The centre& society 
0 
was more an insurance in times nf market glut. By 1958-59 only 
5 4  per cent of the yarn production of the primary societies were 
being routed through the central societies.l*a 
With the reforms of the 'sixties the self employed producers 
who used only marginal hired labour or the erstwhile wage workers - 
rose to prominence in the  societ ies .  In the  changed 
circumstances an alternative system which was initially to be 
successfully experimented in Narth Parur area became popular. 
Under it. the self employed workers were paid wage advances along 
with the supply of husk on credit. After the sale of the yarn 
the sale proceeds were distributed among the workers after 
deducting the price of husk and inc identa l  expenses of the 
society. It was found t h a t  the genuine co-operatives were able 
to give wages even higher than the minimum wages when the market 
prices of coir  yarn rose. (See -able 1 9 ) .  
Table 19 - 
Statkmpnt Showing the Wages Received by Coir Workers in 2 Co- 
- 
operatives- i-n Trivandrum District 1959 
m-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
I terns Dnit Wage Balance Total Wages Minimum Co1.5 Co1,5 
advance given notional given wages as as 
given after the wages by fixed percea-percen- 
sale local tag@ tage 
produ- . of of 
. . 
cers C01.6 Co1.7 
-,,"d*,,,,---------------------------------------**--*-------------------------- 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1--1-3------------------------------------------------------------------------*-- 
Taking of 1000 1.50 0.65 2 . 1 5  Nk 1.75  - 123 
huika from husks 
the p$t . 
I .  
Beating of 100 1.02 0.63 1.65 1.03 1.12 160 147 
husks husks 
Cleaning of 1 . andy 0,53 0 .27 0 80 0.50 1'-50 160 160 
f ibre 
potat inO the " 0.47 0.24 0.71 0.47 0.50 1 5 1  142 
wheel- 
Spinning t o  0.78 . 3.53 1.31 0.88 1.00 149 , 131, 
(per rpinner ) 
.," ,*.* "- >< ;?:&mag 1 Bundle 0.44 0 .27 0.71 0.47 HA 1 5 1  - 
*--3C---C-------------------------------------h----------#---------------*------- 
(Source: Tndus tries  ,Department, Govt . of Kexala, Review of the Working of Coir 
Co-operatives in Kerala - A Note placed befare the Coir Board and the 
, . Development Commit tee Trivandrum, 1959) . 
Generally under the wage advance system also the household 
continued to be the  unit of production. But in Trivandrum where 
mere was already the tradition of large scale private spinning 
yards, the "entire production processes (were) being done a t  one 
and the same place under the direct supervision of the office, 
gs of the society.log 8 The new arrangement a l so  helped to 
-5a+e the  problem of wastage or theft of fibre and variations in 
the quality of yarh, 
The or ;anisation of prrauction w i t h i n  'hivandrum co- 
operatives was only a s t e p  behind the direct wage production 
system. Even though the worktits in wage advance system could 
receive wages higher than the  minimum wages, their wages 
fluctuated considerably according to changes in Rusk and yarn 
prices and sunk at times significantly below the notified wages. 
The direct wage production system guaranteed the minimum wages to 
the workers. In fact  in 1959, 'direct production' was officially 
sponsored on an experimental b a s i s .  However, the  co-operative 
department, in the end, "ruled out ..." the  idea of societies 
starting production by employee members to work on minimum wages" 
l l o  as it of ten  ended in societies incurring heavy losses. The 
schme was also opposed in tha t  it transformed" the societies as 
=ployeta and the members as wcjrkers and perpetuating the 
&ist inct ion of'emgloyer and employee, the removal of which is the 
uEbfmate aim of cooperation."ll 
Simi lar ly  the outright purchase of' yarn at market or fixed 
*ate from the members by the societies was also not encouraged as ',, 
it placed- the r i s k  of yarn "price fluctuations on the coir ,. 
coogqratfves. But it was realised that  given the extremely small 
d a i l y  output of t h e  handsginners and their poverty, a mere 
advance on the yarn delivered would not suffice in the  hand-spun 
yarn s t r a t a . .  Therefore in such areas the system of out right 
purchase of yarn was adcpted. 
A survey 'of coir yarn primaries 'in 1959 found that only 31 
# 
per cent 6f the  coogeratives foll6wed the wage 'advance system and\ 
L t  accounted for neawly'a quarter of the coir yarn g r o d u c t i o n . " ~  
The rest of .he cooperatives were following the commercial modes 
of commissian agency or outright purchase and sale. Around 10 
per cent of the societies were found to be following a mix of the 
arrangements. A s o c i e t y  fo r  example could operate a . f e w  ratts 
under direct production system, give wage advances far its self 
employed producer members and be a commission agent to the larger 
producers. 
The C o i r  Reorsanisation Scheme 
Even though the cooperatives sought to replace t h e  middlemen 
at the village level they did not guarantee the workers the 
minimum wages. Such a position became incr.easf;lgly untenable-.as 
the trade union movement gained momentum' from the mid-sixties, 
But the payment of minimum wages in the absence of an e f f i c i e n t  
machipar*! ,.s ensure supply of retted husks at fair prices 
seriously eroded the  financiel viability of m a n y . , ~ f  the 
cooperatives. Further, many of the undesirable traits of the 
'fifties in the cooperative administration had also persisted. 
~onseguently,'de::pite t h e  incrcase in the numbers, the growth of1 
cooperative production'came to a stanstill. In 1972 of the t o t d l  
561 cooperatives in the state 206 had ceased to function and w e r e ,  
on the verge o f  liguidation,li" 
Given the above situation, reorganisation of the industry 
under a comprehensive scheme covering all the sectors became the 
main slogan of the workers movement. . These struggles ware 
responsible for the Kerala government's scheme to reorganise the 
industry, drawn up in 1972. 'After prolonged discussions with the 
central planning authorities, ~ * l e  scheme was partially approved 
with respect to a programme for revitalising the 'existing coir 
co-operatives as a part of the 5th Five Year Plan progwarnme.ll4 
The existing coir co-~pekatives were to be div ided i n t o  
viable and potentially v'iable societies. viable societies were 
w 
those which had a minimum membership of 2 0 0 ,  worked on profits or 
had potential to be so and had a paid secretary. Potentially 
viable societies were those which could sa t i s fy  the above 
conditions in the course of 3 years, The non viable societies 
were to be eliminated. The production of coir primaries were to 
be lifted by the  central coir marketing societies on a cost plus 
basis. The central societies were to be provided with a price 
f luetuation fund. During the  Sixth Five Year Plan t he  central  
soaiet ies  were0 amalgamated into Coir Marketing Federation as the 
/ 
single apex body for the coix yarn primaries. 
The coir primaries were to undertake direct production in 
their own work yards or in the  households of.the members paying ' 
the stipulated minimum wages. The latter houbehold based 
production arrangement is called unit system. The retted husks , 
or fibre are supplied to units (groups of 5 to 6 workers) who 
would return the finished goods in about a weeks time. The trade- 
 union^ have been opposed to the household based production sys.tern 
and there has been a g r d u a l  shift to central ised work yard based 
production system. Of the 421 societies in 1988 139 societi~es . 
belonging to Vycome, aatory  and Parur yarn atrata in Alleggy, 
Kottayam and Ernakulam followed the unit system. 50 per cent of 
the workers emgloxed in the co-operative sector belonged to these 
societies.li2 Only in around 15 societies were both the isystems 
concurrently in cperation. A surprising development is the 
adoption of direct centralised production system in handsgun 
cooperative sector in the northern distr icts .  But in these  
societies it is found t h a t  o f t e n  the  same s e t  of people do both 
the defibreing and spinning operations alternating between the 
forenoon and t h e  afternoon. 
The Crisis of t h e  Co-operative Sector. 
Table 20 gives the s a l i e n t  features of the growth of the-co- 
operatives s i n c e  the reorganisation. The number of co-operatives 
have increased from 196  in 1974-75 to 577 in 2987-88 and the 
number of workers from 81 thousand to 222 thousand. But the  co-. 
operatives have been able to give employment only to 30 to 4 0  per 
cent of t h e i r  members. The average days of employment these 
workers have also been consistently declining. The yarn out pat 
worker has declined from nearly 4 quintals in 1975-76 to less 
than 1,5 quintals in the  recent years,  The improvement of t h e '  
nominal average monthly earnings of a worker in the last two 
years was largely due to sharp ::eduction in the  number of 
workers. But even *in 1987-88 it is less than Rs.50 a month- 


















































































seen that i! 1987-88, the average turnover of a society ram less 
than one sixth of the optimum, TO produce 1500 quin ta l s  of yarn 
around i7 l akh  husks would be required. But the average number 
of husks procured by a society was only 3 lakh husks.  -The 
inability to ensure the husks requirement for v i a b l e  production 
has been the achilles heel of the cooperative structure. General 
inefficiency, financial mismanagement, lack of initiatives in 
trading and organising production and inter-union rivalkies have 
* 
a l l  added fuel t o  the  sharpening crisis of the cooperative 
sektor . Even after one and a half decade of reorganisation 
scheme efforts, the cooperatives account for only  less than a 
third of the work force in the industry and less than 15 per cent 
o f  t h e  industrial production. 
Even though in quantitative terms the  cooperative sector has 
Sa i l ed  to kzcome the dominant sector in the industry, it has had 
significant positive impact qn the labcur conditions and 
industrial organisation. It has been possible to stern the tide 
towards total fragmentation of the production and ensure decent 
wages at least to a section of the workers. The majority of the 
cooperatives members also work in t h e  private sector either a8 
wage workers or as =elf employed producers.  he private seetow 
wages or earnings remain significantly lower thqn the cooperative 
seetpr (See Table 21). But the private sector wages are normally 
. . 
fixed as a relative proportion of the co-operative 'wages. Thus 
the cooperatives have tended to bouy up the wages in the unorga- 
nissd sector of the  industry and improve the labour conditions.. 
Tat  2 21 
Piece rates  i n  the Cooperative adid 2 i i v a t e  Sectors in Trivandrum 
Murukumpuzha (Rs) Anjtngo IRS) 
Society Private Society Private 
--l-c-l-------l-------3---I---C--------------------------.+ 
Beatihg f 100 'husks) 9 . 9 0  7.021 9.90 9.00 
Spinning 7.60 6.00 7 . 0 0  6 . 0 0  
Cleaning 4.00 2 - 0 0  3.00 2 - 5 0  
Rotating . 4.00 3 - 0 0  5.80 8 - 0 0 .  
................................................................. 
[Source: Study of Primary Coir Cooperatives in Kerala State 
-Viability and Financial Requirements (typescript) 
undated, Coir Directorate] 
The table also reveals a disturbing trend that is becoming 
more and more manifest. There are significant differences in 
wage rates between s o c i e t i e s  even in t h e  adjacent centres. It fe 
partly because the cooperative wage rates are today increasingly 
fixed on a mutually agreed basis rather than on the basis of the 
minimum wages prescribed. Many of the societies bring fibre 
from Northein Kerala or at t ir-  ; purchase hur!:s at higher than 
notified prices Ethe margin is adjusted in the transport 
charges), In such circumstance it is n o t  possible to pay the 
minimum wages and remain competitive in the product market. C o i + . .  
\ 
.Marketing Federation has also virtually given up the-guarantee of 
purchases on a cost plus basis. 
There is universal recognition today that unless husks can 
be made available at economic prices the cooperative sector 
cannot remain viable ,  We have already discussed the failure of 
the regulatory measures to control the prices of husks. Given 
the higher wages and the establishment charges the cooperatives 
are not  able to compete w i t h  the private sector in the  husk 
market. As per the existing levy regilations a t  least 30 per 
cent of the husk available to the industry should have been 
l ev i c? .  22: the 'levy evasion has been urliversal and the levy 
husks procured for the coopesat'ves have 'been less than half of 
what is legally its right. disenchailted w i t h  gartial .cor~trols 
the trade unions have been demanding monopoly procurement of husk 
and distr ibutior .  a t  notified lrices to the coogsr-ttives as well 
as privat,e producers according to the production capacity,  But 
the administrative responsibility of such a scheme has been too 
daunting for the authorities to attemgt'it even on a pilot scale. 
Thus the crisis of the cooperatives continues with no solution i n  
sight. The complete reorganisation of the industry on a 
cooperative basis seems to be an 'even nore far  o f f  dream today 




Thi. remarkable feature of the ,evalution of- :f&e 
mganisation of production in the coir yarn spinning industry has 
been the persistence and reiilence of petty commodity grodu~tiom. 
* 
The fragmentation of the production units reaches .the extreme 
liait in the case of handspinning where the spinners in each 
household constitute ssgerate units of production under varying 
degrees of c o n t r o l  by the merchants, The independent domestic 
production system has survived only in the varieties of cair yarn 
that use unsoaked or partially soaked husks and therefore require, 
very little working capital. Even in these in~tanccs i t  is seen 
that more cften the indegendeEce waB illusor-f ns the.producsr3 
are dependent on the credit of the husk dealers and.consumption 
loans qf the yarn merchants. With the interlocking of r a w  
material anci product markets tl. dependency be, mss complete, We 
examined the variants a£ t h i s  dependent domestic hired labour 
system. Under the latter putting' out arrangements, even the 
illusion of independence is removed and the producer becomes a 
wage worker though she continues to work within her own 
household. The putting o u t  of fibre neee~sitated central ised 
fibre production with the help of hired labour. Work y,ards for 
centralised yarn groductian *as the next stage of evolution. 
The centrali,sed hired labour production units have, however, 
virtually disappeared with the emergence of trade union movement 
and the enactment of minimum wage legislation, Capi ta l  could 
avoid the new labour burdens by withdrawing in to  trading 
a c t i v i t i e s  and subcontracting the production to small scale 
producers or gutting ~ u t  o the domsstic producers as in t h e .  
I 
pant,. Within the ccnfines of: the house, the domestic spinners 
have t o  toil for  a pittance insufficient even to meet the, 
I 
reproduction cost of their  own labour- p o w e r .  But the work is so 
spun into the rhythm of domestic chores that the nine to ten 
hours of work that a domestic spinner has to spend in yarn making 
. . 
in efficiently camouflaged. The meagre supplementary earnings of 
these women are v i t a l  for the survival of the family* The 
decline in the availability of such cheap labour in the domestic 
sector largely explains the decline of hand spinning in the 
recent period. The traditional hand spinning areas in northern 
Kerala are increasingly becoming ffbre production centres from 
where fibre is directly exported to other regions, And husk 
beating machines have come t o  dorninate the process of fibre 
productiam. Thus one may say that the fibre production in 
L 3  
-- . 
northern Ke:i la  has reached t-:e threshhold of factory system of 
production even though restricted by the  legal ban on the further 
mechanrcar aefibreing. 
While in hand spinning each spinner could function as a 
seperate u n i t  of production, ratt spinning requires a minimum 
size of 5 to 6 workers f o r  every u n i t .  The rudimentary d i v i s i o n  
af labour in the ratt spinning unit an& the econo~ttieo of 
production and marketing facilitated differentiation of the 
producers. In many areas capitalist entregrenuers employing 
large number of h i r e d  workers emerged. We have not  been 
successful in fully explaining t h e  inter  regional variations in 
the level of differentiation. Our focus was ,,tore on the trends 
in the level of differentiation over time. I t  was noted that 
during the  ' f i f t i e s  there was clear evidence ~f a decline of the 
larger ?- -i3:; znd the  proliferatscn of srnallcz x n i t s  so t h a t  the 
average size of the  units dec'ined. We argued that it was a 
response to the zagid spread of a m i o n  movement? and the 
enactment of minimum wage regulations. But surprisingly during 
the 'sixties, which in fact wiLnessed even more .rigorous trade ., 
'union actions, the process of fragmentation seems to have been 
reversed. The average ratt size of units increased in almost all 
the d i s t r i c t ? .  The data shows that  t h e r e  was a real process of 
diferentiation taking glace in t h e  ratt spinning s e c t o r .  We 
hygothesised t h a t  it was related to the introduction of 
mechanical defibreing which enabled the larger size units to 
!increase the scale w i t h o u t  ballooni.ng their workforce. With the 
ban on mechanical defibreing in t h e  gouthcrn distr icts  the large 
scale u n i t s  have. once again begun to decline. Our analysis, 
showed that given the product! - n  and marketjmg conditions trade 
act iv i ty  has a premium in the industry. ~ o t  only is there no 
systematic relationship between productivity and size of units 
but also there are clear diseconomies in terms of higher labour 
charges for the larger units. Various petty thievings from the 
wages which enabled t h e  private sector to remain competitive 
despite the 'ruinously high black market 'prices of husk wan 
d i f f i c u l t  in the large size units, These disadvantages could be 
avoided and significant marketing economies that the larger u n i t s  
enjoyed could be availed off by remaining a trader. In such 
circumstances petty production not  only survives but also tends 
to get accentuated. 
The merchants, who left the production largely to the pet ty  
producers but succersfully extracted ne t  only the whole of the 
surplus 5ut also the necessary labour at times through 
manipulations of t h e  market, were not a homogeneous group or ii 
single chain of hierarchical interests. The retted husk market 
was controlled by a group of large scale commercial retters. 
Large retters constituting around 20 per cent of  the retters 
controlled about 90 per cent of the market. Because of the 
monopolistic powers enjoyed by the large retters they were able 
to hike up t h e  price of retted husks in sympathy with the yarn 
prices and thus capture the gains from the buoyant market 
conditions of yarn. Regulation of the husk market became central. 
to the attempts to reorganise the industry and ensure minimum 
wages to the workers. But these regulations have not been 
successful and have resulted in a dual price system that has 
failed to deliver adequate -quantity of husks at reasonable prices 
8 5  
. - 
even to f.kr c-operative sector. Even though the regulations have 
broken the  monopoly of retted h-:sk dealers private  traders reign 
supreme in t h e  raw husk m a r k e t .  
A. handful 3t  large s c a l e  xporters c o n t r o l  th? yarn market.  
The yarn exporters purchase t h e i r  requirements from wholesale 
dealers who are  linked to the production centres through a chain 
of smaller intermediaries. The wholesalers undertake forward 
purchases, stock yarn and provide hedging facilities in the 
market. While the exporters o f t e n  blamed the wholesale dealers 
f o r  the violent fluctuations in the  yarn prices, the latter were 
vociferous in criticising th4  sharp practices o f  the former. It 
would appear that increased rivalry between t h e  exporters and the 
decentralisation of renhanking strengthened the hands of the 
wholesalers. Perhaps this would explain the demand by certain 
sect ions  of the exporters in the  'forties and the 'fifties for 
coopcza i t  - ,c,':ion of the industry and the reduction in the number 
of middlemen. . Cooperativisation was also a centra l  slogari of the 
trade union movement that saw in it a solution to the 
fragmentation of production and the manipulations of middlenien 
rendering the minimum wages impossible, 
The cair cooperatives have a long chequered history. 
I n i t i a l l y  t h e  cooperatives allowed even the large scale producers 
and merchants to be members and inevitably came to be controlled 
by these vested interests.  Certain reform measures were 
i n i t i a t e d  in t h e  'sixties and finally in the nid-seventie9 the 
cooperatives were wearganised with membership open 5 , ~ W p  t o  the 
, wa~kera. We had attempted to trace the  evolution of production 
organisatior within tnt cooperative structure. In the 'fifties 
the gredomxnant form was. th,e commission agency system. Xn rare 
cases part icular ly  in the spinning, the system of outright 
sale. and purchase existed. In the 'sixties w i t h  the  increase of 
the direct producers in the  cooperative membership the wage 
advance syate'rn rose to prominence. Direct centralised production 
received encouragement, only w i t h  the cooperative reorganisation 
- 
in the mid-seventies. But even then the majority of the 
cooperatives sere organised according to the so called unit 
system. Under it, though workers were paid directly by the 
cooperative, t h e  production took glace in household units. Thus 
we see that ,  even within the cooperatives, till recently, the 
household had continued to be the unit of production. However 
upder constant pressure from trade unions, more and more 
co~peratives~have switched over to direct centralised groduction \ 
and today i r  cons t i tu te s  the do ~nant system. 
But ~t has been found d i f f i c u l t  to meet the overhead charges 
of these centralised production structures. The cooperatives 
have been able to get  only a f i f t h  of the husks required for 
profitable capacity utilisation. Further, not only has there 
been severe under employment within the cooperatives but it has 
also become difficult to pay the minimum wages. Today even 
within the co-operatives the minimum wages are not paid but only 
a mutually agreed wage, There is a growing awareness that the 
wages cannot be increased without improvement in productivity. 
This brings us to the important question of technical choice 
in the coir yarn industry. What are the  barriers to ;, 
 technologic^, improvement and 'ncrease in prad;lrtivity? Why d i d  
not capital take csntrol of the production process and 
revolution~se i ts  technological basis? In t h e  history of the 
industry there was indeed certain attempts in t h e  early decades 
of the  century in this d i r e c t i o n .  The Aspinwal company had 
established a fibre processing factory at Anjengo, in 1 9 2 0 . 1 1 7  
Arnold Chenery and Co. had a similar factory at Alleppey.lia It 
may be noted that  mechanical f ibre  processing technology was well 
known and successfully used in Sri Lanka to produce brown fibre. 
However in Kerala the mechanical defibreing factories could n o t  
withstand the  competition from the hand processing sector and had 
to be closed down. The surplus labour in Kerala coastal belt and 
the cheap labour it provided was a barrier to technological 
improvement and made t h e  survival cf t h e  primitive methods of 
production inevitable. 
The development of the trac'? union movemeht has today eroded 
the cheap labour basis of the t r a d i t i o n a l  technology. Given the 
rise in wages the  handicraft would 2ind it difficult to out 
compete the  machm.ne technology. Thus we find prassures being 
generated to transform the technology particularly in ,the 
defibreing process. Given  the bulky  and coarse nature of the 
co'ir fibre, the mechanisation of spinning is a relatiQely more 
difficult i nnova t i on .  Even in t he  case of spinning, at temgta  
have been made to set up rnotorised spinning units. But :he 
widespread displacement of labour these technologies caused and 
the consequent social unrest has forced the government to ei:her 
ban them or sever ly  res tr i c t . the ir  adoption. We find that the 
surglus.labour, even though it has ceased to be a guarantee of 
cheap labo-r,  has today becove a barrier to technological 
improvement. 
In a . gense, the choice of technology and t h e  broad spectrum 
of production organisation was conditioned by the role that 
industries such as coir w e  destined to play in the macro- 
economy of t h e  surplus labour regional economy. These industries 
played the role of residual employment sectors which absorbed the 
surplus labour that could not be productively employed elsewhere, 
The labour intensive technology, the fragmented production 
structure, the self employment and its inter  twinning with 
domestic chores and the r eg iona l  product specialisation 
facilitated the sharing of the available job opportunities to the 
maximum number of people. So far  the advance of modern 
tdchnology has been successfully resisted and the jobs protected. 
But it is u n l i k e l y  that  the' present situation can continue 
indefinitely. It is becoming evident that the growth of the 
mechanised coir industry in the other coconut producing 
coyntries, particularly ~ r i  Lanka, and in t h e  other s t a t e s  of 
India,  particularly T a m i l  Nadu, has ceased to be complimentary to 
the traditional re t t ed  husk fibre industry of Kerala.ll9 If 
these threats looming over the fnternational and national markets 
of Kerala's coir industry materialkae, Rerala would have no 
choice but to modernise i t s  industry i a phased manner, A 
crucial ' q u e s t i o n  in this contex t  is in what manner could the 
requirements of technclagical uggxadation bo reconciled to the 
historical residual employment sectornl role that coir has been 
playing in the regional economy? It is important to consider 
organisation3 of production t h ~ t  would permit t-he sharing of the 
reduced work among the existing labourers r a the r  than displace 
significant proportion of them from the workforce. Viewed in 
this perspective the cooperative reorganisation of the industry, 





































































































































































































































































Other E s t i m L k e s  of Employment i Coir Industry . 
Source Area  and Reference period Employment 
------1113------------------------------------------------------ 
(1 1 (21 ( 3 )  
- --- - - - - -  
1. Coir Board Travancore-Cochin and the 3 ,46 ,000  
Malabar District, 1959 
2. Coir Board Kerala and Kanyakumari 3 ,26 ,078  
District, 2 9 6 6  
3 .  Census of India  Kerala, 1961 2,51,078 
4 .  Census of India Rsrala, 1471 1,58,607 
5 ,  Kerala Planning Kerala, 1972 
Board 
6 .  ffM Bangalore Kerala, 1975-76 
. 
7 ,  Bureau a£ Kerala , 1975-76 
Economics and 
Statistics 
8, U H F - ,  Delhi Kerala and ~ani~akurnari  1976-77 5,12,506 
9, IAMR, Delhi An alternative estimate to the 4,96 ,307 
above 
/ 10.Departrnsnt of R e r ~ l a ,  lQbl 2,83 ,478  
Ec~namics and 
S t a t i s t i c s  
[Source: T.M. Thomas Isaac and Chandan Mukherji, A Review of 
Estimates of Product ion and Emgloyment in the  Coir 
Industry, (Mirneo), Centre for Develogrnent Studies, 
19821 
The differences between various estimates are due to 
variations of t h e  definitions of 'worker" the estimation 
norms chosen and the omissions of certain sectors ox areas of the 
industry. Given the' unorganised nature it is difficult to l a y  
high degree of reliability on any of the  above estimates. 
7 .  M.N.V. Nair Coir Industry - A Study of its Structure and 
Qrqanisation w i t h  Particular Reference to Emgloyment in 
$erala, ( ~ i m e o ) ,  IIM, Bangalore, 1977, P.59. 
8 .  TIM. Thomas Isaac, M.P.  Parameswaran, The Withering Coconut,  
(Mal.1, W P ,  Trivandrum, 1985. 
9 ,  Wanu Subedar, Repart of the  Indtuatwial Development 
Committee, Cochin, Govt, W e s s ,  1945,  gp. 60 and 5 5 ,  See 
also G.0.Na.1791 dt 25-9-30 Development (19301 Department, 
Re: Cottage Industries - Survey - West Coast Districts and 
G.D.NO.~S dt 26.2.48 Development (P"+D) (1948) ~epartnant 
Re: ' : ' u s t r i e s  - Agro, Industry - Cnir Industry e t c d ,  TMA, 
10. See R.H. Ellis, ~ ' ~ h d r t  Account of t h e  Laccadiee fslan8s and 
Minicoy, Madras, Govt. Press, 1924, W. Robinson, Remrt on 
Laceadive Islands, Madras, Govt. Press, 1874,  and G.L. 
Morris Regort on the Management of Coir Mono~oly at AminS 
Devi Island, Madras, Govt. Press, 1898, TNA for a 
descript ion of the management' of cofr. monopoly under Ali 
Rajah of Ca~annore and sub-equently under the British. 
11. Industries Department, Government of , Tamil Nadu,Em~Xoyment 
and Employment Potential of Coir Industry in Tamil Nadu, 
Madras, 1981. 
12.  K.3. Venkatraman. 'Coir Industry and Trade on the Ma,.labar 
Coast V o u r n a l  of the ~niversiiy of Bombay, January ,1940 I 
P.69. 
13. Rama Sharma, Coir Spianina. in Malabar An ~coaomic Studx, 
Calicut, Norman Printing Press, 1917, p.5.-  
14, See 'Memorandum an Coir Industry furnished by A.K. Mdaon, 
Superintendent of Kerala Soap Factory' for a brief 
discuss~on of various forms of .organirsati~n of the industry 
at the end of the 'twenties. "The Madras Provincial Bankine 
Enquiry Committee Report, Vol.111 Written Evidence, 
Calcutta, >930, pp.2223-1227. 
15. See Ora7 evidence given by A.R. Menon, The Madras Psov5ncial' 
B a n k i n a - y  Committee R e p o r t ,  vol. I V ,  Oral Evidence, 
Calcutta, 2930, g.578 .  
16. Rama Shsrma, Og.cit, g.17. 
17. A.S. Venkatraman, Up.eit, g.70.  
18, Ibid. 
'19. . . N. Kunjurarnah, Regort of the Hinimw Wage. Contmi.ttee for 
Manufacture of Coir, Government of Kerala IGOK), Trivandrum,. 
1963,  g. 2 0 .  
ab. Rama Shaxrna, On-cit, p.31. 
21, Ibid. P.7-8 
. - 
. . .  . 
22; K.S. ~enkatranan, O~.eft, July 1940,  g.168. 
24. 8 .  Mohamed Kunju, Cofr Yarn A Study on Different -&,of 
Coir Yarn Produced - in India, Coir Board, Ernakulam, 1966, 
p. 48 .  
25. Coit Board. ~c,Dort on t h e - ~ c o n o r n i c a n 8 S t ~ t i s t i c a l  SU&&.O~,  
Coir,fadustrv; Ernakulam, 1962 g.20,  ' . . 
t 
26. Memorandum on C o i r  ihdust y furnished by X . K .  Msnon, Madras 
Provincial Beinkinq Enggiry . C _ u - m m i t t e e  Report, _ VoL ,X&I Written 
- evidence, Calcutta, 1930, p.1223. 
27. See the reports on t he  struggle of Coir workers in Nattika 
.firks in Deshabhimani dt. 12-1-2950, 14-1-50, 18-1-50, 19-1- 
50 and 22-1-50; and report on the'conditions of Coir workers 
i n  Deshabhimani dt. 24-3-48 and 19-6-52. 
28.  see Deshabhimani dt. 9-4-2956 fo r  the report of the 
conference of coir workers at Olavanna. See Deshabhimani 
- dt. March 29th, 31st, April 6th ,  8th, loth, 12th, 21st, 
23rd, Hay l s t ,  3rd,  5 t h ,  8th, 10th 14th, 15th, 23rd, 28th 
and June 1st 1956 for the  reports on the progress of the 
struggle. It lasted 6 4  days. 
29. 'N. Xunjuraman, Op.cit, pg.45-49. 
4 
30, See K . P .  Prabhakaran, 'Randassankadavu Chakiri Thozhilali 
Samaram' (Mall Trade Union dt, 21-10-1955, 'Kandassankadavu 
~hozhilkuzhappathepatti Anveshana Samuthiyude Reportv (Mall 
Trade Union dt. 18-11-1955 and the extracts from the  
Memorandum submitted by Anthicad Chakiri Thozhilali Union to 
Chief Minister in Trade Union dt. 16-12-55. 
31 .  Read the reaction of the Chief Minister to the Report of the 
Enquiry Committee in Trade Union dt. 2-12-1955. 
32. Coir Board, Report on the  Census of Coir S g i n d l e s ,  
ErnakuXam, 1957, and Depar~ment of Econornlzs and Statistics, 
. Report on the Survey of Coir Workers, Tsivandrum, 1981 g.28. 
33, For a more detailed discussion of mechanical defibreing see 
section 3 .  
34.  For example read the following extracts from the calicut 
market reports of Pierce L e s l i e  Company: "..,The main reason 
for this terrible fall in production which accounts for the 
spiralling rise in price, is the large scale purchase of 
fibre by out of s t a t e  garties ..." PD/4, Calicut dt. 22-6- 
1973 to PL Darking, Coir Yarn market Reports "The Yarn 
groduction, judging by market arrivals, is so low tha t  it is 
unbelievable. A gradual fall in production as spinners move/ 
to more remunerative jobs was n o t  unexpected and it was a l s o  
foreseen that the general increase in the prices of 
essential commodities will aggravate the situation. What 
we, or anybody else in the  trade, have not expected is the 
extent of F a l l  in groduction. Not a great deal of analysis 
is required to find out t h a t  production have gone down over 
50 percent when compared with last year" P D 4 ,  Calicut dt. 
9.7,1973 to PL Darking, Coir Yarn Market Reports, Pierce 
~eslie Co., Cal icut .  
35. Department of Economics and S t a t i s t i c s ,  Report of the  Survey 
on Production and Consumption of Coir and Coir Products in 
Kerala 1984-85,  Trivandrum, 1986 p.16. 
36. Percentage Distribution a£ Household and Hired Workers by 
Size class in Xadakkavoor Village 
Ratt-size class Percentage -. of Percentage of Total 
household workers hired workers 
Ir-~"l-u---ld---------------..----------------------h--------- 
(1 1 (2) ( 3 )  t 4 S 
,,,,-,,,,--,,----,-----------------~------------------------ 
1 5 3 . 0  47 .0  - 100.0 
2-3 14.0 8 6 . 0  100 . 0 
4-5 0 . 2  99.8 100.0 
6+ - 100.0 100.0 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - c - - - _ _ - - C - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
[Source: Sample Survey of Coir Spinning Units ia Kadakkavoor 
Village 19781 
37.  Coir Board, Report on the Economic and Statistical Survey of 
Coir Industry, Ernakukam, 1962, p.78. 
38 .  According to the above sample survey the household membefs 
constituted only 33 per cent of the workforce 
............................................................ 
Household (%1  Hired.: I % )  
c r I (a) 
--CC31-----l-l-.t--.-.llr------------------- ---------------I 
Beating and Cleaning 24.5  7 5 . 5  
Spinning 37.8 61.2  
All 3 2 . 8  67.2 
............................................................ 
Source: Ibid P. :61. 
. The azructure of R a t t  Spinning Industry en Veiloor and 
Pallipuram Villaqes, Trivandrum District : 1965 
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